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PREFACE
This report covers the efforts of Fairchild Hiller Corporation and its
team of subcontractors on NASA Contract (NAS-W-1411). The team
organization and responsibilities during the study effort are shown on
the accompanying chart. The report is divided into eight volumes, as
follows:
Volume 1
Volume 2
Volume 3
Volume 4
Volume 5
Volume 6
Volume 7
Volume 8
Summary
Systems Analysis
Vehicle Engineering
Power System
Orbital Analyses, Propulsion and Guidance
Stabilization and Control
Communication Experiments
Radio Interferometer Experiment
Telemetry and Command Systems
Program Budgetary Costs and Schedules
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SECTION 6.0
ATTITUDE STABILIZATION AND CONTROL SYSTEM
6.1 ATTITUDE STABILIZATION AND CONTROL REQUIREMENTS
6.1.1 Mission Requirements
The requirements for the ATS-4 mission, as imposed on the Attitude Stabili-
zation and Control System (scs}, are to establish a desired vehicle orientation,
control the commanded offset pointing direction of the spacecraft-antenna,
execute commanded tracking maneuvers, monitor system performance, and
perform certain control system experiments. This is to be accomplished
throughout a two year mission with a complete SCS reliability goal of 0.9.
6.1.2 Control Accuracy
Upon command, the SCS is required to offset point (from the nominal direction)
the spacecraft-antenna to any point on the Earth disc within a 3-sigma accuracy
of +-0.1 degree in pitch and roll, and _ 0.2 degree in yaw. The time to change
from an offset pointing direction on one edge of the Earth disc to a direction on
the opposite edge, and again achieve the specified pointing accuracy, shall be
no more than 30 minutes. While performing commanded tracking maneuvers
(e. g., using low-Earth satellites) the accuracy requirement is • 0.5 degree
(3-sigma), up to a maximum tracking rate of 10 milliradians per minute.
6.1.3 Control Modes
Throughout the mission, numerous control modes are employed with specific
control requirements. These control modes are listed below, with their de-
tailed requirements and operational characteristics given in the subsequent
section of this report.
• Ascent and orbit injection
• Initial rate arrest
• Acquisition
Offset pointing
Satellite tracking
I
I
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6.2 ATTITU1)E REFERENCE SUBSYSTEM
6.2. 1 Alternate Approach_:s
Various Allitude Reference Sub-system (ARS) configul'ati(ms have been con-
sidered for _h_' ATS-4 vehicle. They have been examine(I relative to acquisi-
tion, attitude hoht and maneuvering requirements. Tiler in('lu(le:
• Horizon Sensor/ Polaris Star Tracker AI{S
• Multiple Star Tracker ARS
• ESG/Star Tracker ARS
• t[orizon Sensor/Monopulse/Polaris Star 'Fraeker At{S
• Gyr(_ Attitude Reference AI{S
These configurations are discussed l)el_w with their ad\';lntage,s and disad-
vantages in the various modes. A diagram showing the nominal t_'arth-orbit
m.ferenc_ coordinate system is shown in Figure 6-1.
tforizon Sens(_r
Because the ATS is kept earth-oriented, the most dire(:l method for determining
l_mal vertical (pitch and roll) is by use of a horizon _ensor. Th_ ,yaw sensing
crmld he obtained by gyro compassing techniques using rate integrating gyros
which are stabilized on the long term basis by the lnorizon sensor. A Polaris
star tracker could be used to provide yaw attitude error in lieu of the gyro
compassing technique. Sun sensors are required for imtial acquisition.
The yaw accuracy in a gyro compassing configuration is dependent upon the
drift of the rollgyro, At synchronous orbit altitude lhe ()rbilal rate is small;
thus, the rate component sensed by the roll gyro to Riv(, the ya_x information
xvfll be vet\ small. To achieve 0.2 degree accurmv m \',,w will require a
I
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I Figure 6-1. Reference Coordinate Frame (Nominal)
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roll gyro with atotal drift of less than 0.04 degree/hr. Drift trimming dur-
ing the mission will be required to maintain this drift rate. Offsets of the roll
torquer and torquer amplifier will also contribute to the yaw error. To pro-
vide drift trim, the drift rate of the gyro must be determined. Because of the
roll-yaw coupling in an earth-oriented mode, this will be difficult to measure.
For example, the yaw error is a function of the roll gyro drift, but there is
n(_ means to provide roll drift directly. Both the roll and yaw errors are func-
tions of the yaw gyro drift. Roll error could be determined from the horizon
sensor; howew_r, the portion that is duc to yaw gyro drift must l)¢_ separated
from the othcr error components. To remove the effects of the roll-y_w coupling
tile vehicle would have to be controlled to an inertially fixed reference (i. e. , sun
or star} for a period of time,. With vehicle fixed, the gyro outputs then could
be monitored for an indication of drift.
Additional errors result in both roll and yaw during the time that roll offset
angles are being held. Because of the offset condition, the yaw gyro will
sense a component of the orbital rate even though there is no yaw error. This
results in an additional hangoff error for both the roll and yaw axes. If the
gains can be made high enough in the gyro loops these errors should be small.
The required yaw accuracy is easily achieved by using a star tracker to track
Polaris. Small diurnal corrections must be provided since Polaris is not exactly
perpendicular to the orbit plane. Table 6-1 lists the characteristic of a horizon
sensor ARS using a Polaris star tracker as the yaw reference. The physical
characteristics for the rest of the SCS are also included in Table 6-1 for re-
ference purposes; thes,:_ will be substantiated in later portions of this section.
Multiple Star Tracker ARS -- The desired attitude reference could also
be obtained by employing two or more star trackers to derive pitch and roll
information. These additional star trackers would require large excursion
I
I
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Table 6-1. SCS Characteristics - Horizon Scanner/Polaris Star Tracker ARS
Volume Weight
Components (cu. inch) {lbs)
Polaris Star Tracker
2-Axis Horizon Scanner
Acquisition Sun Sensor
3-Axis Gyro Unit
Wheel Drive Electronics
Inertia Wheels
Reaction Jet Subsystem
SCS Controller
Power Inverter
TOTAL
1000
500
28
300
140
1060
2800
860
520
7208
20
18
3
10
5
34.2
54
30
18.6
192.8
Power {watts}
Peak Average
20 4
6 3
30 20
12 4.5
60 21
20 0.5
30 30
2O 5
198 88.0
gimbals and a significant increase in computation complexity over the
approach described previously. Depending upon the gimbal travel and
field of view, at least three additional star trackers would be required
to alternately track different stars in the vicinity of the earth's equatorial
plane. The increased computation, increased cost, and decreased
reliability of this approach are its undesirable features.
Because ATS-4 is earth oriented, the star references appear to be varying
constantly in body coordinates. Thus, in determining the attitude errors,
an orbital ephemeris must be included in the computations. Because the
stars do not have an orthogonal relationship, the attitude error computations
are more complex than for the gyro or horizon sensor configuration.
6-6
If one star tracker were to provide the pitch control for the entire orbit,
it would have to be gimba!led to provide 360 degrees of freedom about the
pitch axis. This also means that the star tracker will have to be mounted on
the vehicle such that no part of the vehicle obstructs the line of sight to
the star at any time during the orbit. This does not appear to be a practical
mechanization ¢_itber f_om the design of the star tracker or the mounting
of the tracker on the vehicle. In addition, no existing star trackers have
this capability.
If it were desired to use the same star as reference throughout the orbit
wilh limited field-of-view trackers, several trackers could be mounted about
the vehicle as on the OAO satellite. Switching of control could be made
directly from one tracker to the next. The same orbital ephemeris could
be used if the star tracker readouts were properly synchronized. Present
OAO trackers have a gimbalfreedom of ±60 degrees, therefore a minimum
of three trackers are required. Although 360 deg_zees of fre(,dc, m is not
required on the star tracker itself, 3 free composite fieH of view of 3,_0
degrees is still required on the vehicle.
With a limited field of view, several different star's can be used by one star'
tracker to provide pitch control. A pitch gyro would slabilize the vehicle
while the tracker is being moved to another reference star. When switching
to a new star the orbital ephemeris must also be modified. With a gyro
in the loop it can be torqued by the star tracker whenever a star is being
tracked. Thus, it will always be in the proper orientation when necessary
to switch to another star. Also, the control loop is not affected by the
changes in gain due to tracking different magnitude sta_s.
The star tracker can provide the desired sensing accuracy. Thc _ gimbal
readout will have to be capable of reading angles of less than 0o01 degree°
For 360 degrees this is 36,000 readout increments, thus a digi_a! position
encoder of 16 bits is required. The OAO tracker dev_-Iop_'d by Bendix uses
a 16 bit optical encoder with a gimbal freedom of ±60 d_gr ees in two axes.
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It appears that the most likely configuration involves the use of one star
tracker on Polaris to provide yaw and roll information and additional trackers
tracking a selected star to provide pitch information. Use of a pitch gyro
permits transfer from one star tracker to another without losing control.
During the tracking period the pitch star tracker supplies the necessary
error signals to hold the gyro at the desired reference.
In this configuration, the acquisition sequence would be sun-Polaris-
equatorial star. The sun line would be established using sun sensors as for
the previous case. Then, by rolling about the sun line with the Polaris tracker
field-of-view fixed at an angle established by the ephemeris, Polaris will be
observed. With the sun and Polaris acquired, any of several other stars could
be found using the ephemeris.
The characteristics of complete SCS with a multiple star tracker ARS using
three equatorial star trackers to track one reference star are shown in Table
6.2.
Table 6-2. SCS Characteristics - Multiple Star Tracker ARS
Components
Polaris Star Tracker
Gimballed Equatorial Star
Tracker (3)
Acquisition Sun Sensor
3-Axis Gyro Unit
Wheel Drive Electronics
Inertia Wheels
Reaction Jet Subsystem
V olum e
(cu. inches)
1000
1800
28
300
140
1060
2800
Weight
(Ibs)
2O
56
3
i0
5
34.2
54
Power (watts)
Peak
2O
Controller
Power Inverter
TOTAL
$
1030
520
8678
36
18.6
236.8
40
30
12
60
20
60
20
262
Average
4
20
20
4.5
21
0.5
60
5
i
135.0
I
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ESG/I'(_I:_, i> .%1;,t' lt':_¢<<,t' .\i{_
An ESG syslem cnul, I b+., used as aii allernateto_,sin_ mullipte star trackers
for p+tch a'rillld. _ cont.ro!. In thi._ case, c,nly one c_(l_a::tu_inl star tp.nckee
cou].d be used fcJr. gyro up-date, The.. sun sensor :_,,d t'_tai-'is :yta]_" tracker
wollld e{)rll[t]tle t(_ be t._et:t,!r-c:d arid lht _ s_.quenee ,,t .t,:tlul.siti_,n wotl]_l be tho
same as for lhe multipL(: -'far t]_'a+l: 't" configurati+,t. The. IgStl system, used
to pr{wide pit<h informatiort would _t'quire updat:Ji,,q _t a f_'(etltt_:nc:.y of less than
once per" three d_gs.
There a;'e several p(,ssible c{mc,.:t,!., l{,_' &n ESC ,.tililti,l., r_.tur,:n(:u system.
'The mc_.st approl_rial(_ (_n__ for th+- A'I S--4 vehicl+. >_J,_l+t d,.tt-..t'n,i!_.o vehicle
attitude by tr_l+'t_lating tl_e dit'ection ,,,s_nes of 1tJ, vt_hl,:it, l'_:ieFl,l]ce axc's from
the ESG and sl.al' ira_:ker otttputs, clc_mtn:2.nds _, :.I_J:, s v>i_-.+-p. :(n' ch:tngc'.s in
vehic]e attil_£¢lt. _' t,ll[cl btr [h+' directi,;t, uosines of gia. +t(:si_'_e¢t n,_sJticms of the
twtJ Ve[li(:l(: l'Ut_'ll.!llt't: a>,l::q.
Although an t_SG s.ystetn would require conside,_-_td/ t_,,__, cumputation than
the horizon sca.;]ner sJs;_, m, i,rulimi,,ark analy.-,_H in,] .... te.s l.h_t it can
provid_ the ,_ointing ',ocut'_,"*- ,+r'q+tir,",' AJ_ addi{J,',:::;! ia:' tuack_,_' fc, t" pi+c.h
control tJpd:,I-_._ ,.vot_krl be required., q-t,,, system, lhe,.'eh,re, _'ept'esents a
potentially feasible, back-:Jp app_oa,:ll ',,; the prim:_'y ho) i..,}n scai-mut' system.
Horizon Sensor/MonopuL--,,] " ' t;
This configuration is 1he same as the horizon sensor/l',.l:_l'is star t_'_uker
] ,
_,\t_S. witl_ lt_t. exception thul p_'(,,+ is ion is m:_de l,,t' _ :_lliltt_l(_ tu't't_t' sig_l
I't' )ll_ 1}1(' ?]]{)l'l/)l)tt],"-4( + :'q\'S';'tORq. TlliS signu] ',v_ul+l ,_, t+;:{,,I I,,i' t_il,'t_ :_n_l _'_,11 (.(m-
the- ::,m, _,s tl_{. +;_m;:.,_[ >_.i_.;-',,I' '.',)]:_l'i._ sl;_l" tl':, I,, _tt.'_ .t> sh_vl_ ill "l'.d_le
6-1.
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Table 6-3. SCS Characteristics -}LSG/I olaris Sta
Volume Weight
Components (cu. inches) (Ibs)
• . , . , , , ,
Polaris Star Tracker
Equatorial Star Tracker
Acquisition Sun Sensor
Electrically SusPended
Gyro Unit
3-Axis Gyro Unit
Wheel Drive Electronics
Inertia Wheels
Reaction Jet Subsystem
Controller
Power Inverter
TOTAL
1000
1200
28
160
300
140
1060
2800
975
520
8183
20
18
3
14
i0
5
34.2
54
34
18.6
210.8
TrackerAR s
Power(watts)
Peak
20
2O
80
30
12
60
20
34
20
296
• °
Average
4
20
20
2O
4.5
21
0.5
34
5
129.0
3-Axis Gyro ARS
If short term reference is required, a system worthy of possible consideration
is a three axis gyro reference system, consisting of three rate integrating
gyros operating in a digital pulse torqued or caged mode. In this configura-
tion, the sum of the pulses represent attitude and the frequency of the pulses
represent rate. Since this information already may be required for certain
maneuvers and autopilot damping, a gyro reference system also could be used
fm_ short term attitude reference with frequent updating from external sources.
Updating the gyro reference to remove errors caused by drift could be accom-
plished by: sun sensors and]or star trackers. The period of time between
updating is dependent upon the magnitude of the gyro drift. Drift trim circuitry
with sufficient resolution will have to be provided along with gyros having
low random drifts so they can be used for long periods without updating.
Some method of measuring the drift at the beginning of an update period is
required, so that proper drift trim may be inserted.
I
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Additional <omp(.ns_t_on must bc provided in the pitch axis to torquu the
pitch gyro at orbital zat_3° The oz-bzL::L!rat(_.torquing _-:gnal znust bc .{].t_-red
slighll3 when offs(t i,o]nlzng in ro.'_l].sz_.quzred° ]Ju_11_g rolL1 oifsot pointing,
the y_tw gylo wi!]. sense n compon_ nt of the orb_t:_l i:_Ic, f_ns componenl is
equivaA_'nt io 2.35'/1_ a: ar: offs(t altitude of n,J,e degree. So Lcc;:tus<: _his
compcme_,t ia a function of the magn::ude of offsc-'t angle, the ,ompensat±on to
the yaw gy;,o musl be va_ied a_:cor d_ngly.
As note.d [,_ cvlu_lsly, periodic co_r-r_,clion oi gyro drift is _,ece=,sa, y_ The
frequency of con rection Cepends upon the gyro dt'iit. II is a.l.:,<, ubvious tl3al
the sensor us_.d ,,_ p__ovzdc the corn:cotton signals must have an _.ccuracy
much better thr_.J_ lit(' r(.qux__-d ac.cutacy. The :_ou_ces for reR_'rences are a
sun sensor anti/or _tar" trackers." Both of these, units cnn provide the desired
accuracy; howev{.r, I,_.c,ause of the non-orthogona], relationship of the, space
referenced <:oordtnal{ _, computation must be prc_vided to deter-mine the proper
corr-ectmn signa_!s. '1 x<o sensors a_c _ equired to provide the _orrection
signals for all thre_: gy, os. The orbxtal ephemeris of' these r'efc, r-ences must
also be provided.
The other ah_rn;_.ti_.e is to use the #.{')SO tvp(: .:m_ sensor o_- gJtnba I>: and
readout attitude information from the gnnbat p{_s_.!:_ons.
Er.ror's which will con_ ;.bute to the gyt:-o ret'er_ _ce syslr:m eJ't:op--_ include
i) Ability to _,atch the orbital tale compo_,_:.nl-_.
2) l{eso!utlon in lrirn.,-t-_ing non--g sensitiv_ ,-t_lft,
_) Random drift of gyros during per-zods Io_-.lwe<.n , el I( v t.t,_ll.
4) Errors of reference sensors used for drift cor_'ection.
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One advantage of an integrating gyro is that null errors of electronics down-
stream of the gyro will not appear as attitude han_-off errors, when the gyros
are referenced to a long-term stellar reference. The physical characteristics
of this system will be similar to the horizon sensor system.
Some gain in reliability could result by use of gyros -- if the sensors could
be de-energized between updating periods. Due to the required accuracy,
gyros with extremely low drift rates must be obtained to avoid updating by
the sensors frequently. Obtaining rate integrating gyros with a low enough
drift rate is doubtful; thus, the sensors probably must remain energized at
all times -- because frequent switching on and off will reduce the reliability
of the unit.
6.2.2 Candidate Reference Sensors
Sun Sensor
The basic requirement for the sun sensor on ATS-4 is to provide a sun-line
reference for initial acquisition of earth and Polaris. The sun sensor require-
ments for ATS-4 can be accomplished with one having a 4_ steradian field
of view. The 4n steradian sun sensor for acquisition provides pitch-yaw
attitude control signals for the spacecraft. The accuracy of this sensor need
only be sufficient to allow acquisition of the sun within the +i0 degree field
of view of the fine sun sensor.
Basically the concept involves the use of fl_at silicon photo-voltaic detectors
and requires no additional optics. The silicon detector is used because of
its high source impedance and its high order of stability with time and
temperature.
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The general concept employed in the 4rT steradian sensor u_i!izing the flat
detectors is illustrated in Figures 6-2a, b, and c. Figure 6-2a illus-
trates the arrangement of cells about one sensitive axis (into the page)
where the cell norrnals are oriented at 90 degrees to one another for simplicity
of illustration and ana!ysis. The output (Vc) of each cell is proportional to
the projected area (A) and the responsivity (R). The projected area and
responsivity in turn are proportional to the solar energy incident angle (¢)°
Therefore,
2
V = K cos ¢ (i)
C
where the constant (K) includes the normal cel! responsivity and area as
well as incident flux.
Selecting the null direction as shown in Figure 6-2a,
are as follows:
the cell outputs
Vcl = kI cos2(e - 45 °) for -135 °< e _ 45 _ (2)
Vc2 = k2 sin2(e - 45 °)for -45 ° _ e _ 135 ° (3)
Vc3 = k3 sin2(e + 45 °)for 45 ° _ e _ 225 ° (4)
Vc4 = k4 cos2(e + 45 °) for 1355_ 0 _ 315 ° (5)
where @ is the angle between the sun and the spacecraft nu/l axis. These
functions are illustrated in Figure 6-2b. Assuming
k I = k2 = k 3 = k4 = K (6)
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I 45 ..-_.-.45 o / Cell Normal
7k _ ToS_n
...... ½ Null Plane
I Sensitive Axis C"
_to P,,p _ _ I _1t
I /" I \ Photo Cells
II
Figure 6-2a. Cell Orientation
!
I ch c I v c2 c3
i
I
-l_ -_5" -9o" -n5° o _5" 9o° 1_5° i_ °
I Angle (9)
I Figure 6-2b. Cell Outputs
_rror Signal
I _ ._ __,: s_____ _
Figure 6-2c. Sun Sensor Signals
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The outputs can be summed and differenced so that
Vcl + Vc2 + Vc3 + Vc4 _ K (Sun Present signal) (7)
and
(Vcl + Vc4) - (Vc2 + Vc3) K [2 cos2(e 4_- - gna]) (_)
These functions are shown in Figure 6-2c. Automatic gain control
can be incorporated to increase the overall performance.
The summed output; (Equation 7) is also used to signal sun occult by planets
or planetary satellites. The example used (90 degrees between detector
normals) is a unique configuration when considering AGC in that the sun
remains constant over 4z steradians (assuming the ideal case of infinite AGC
gain) thus making the transfer function only dependent on the differential out-
put. However, other configurations may be used satisfactorily to provide
the desired functional output. Additional optics and electronic signal con-
ditioning may be used to enhance the characteristics and convert the output
to a digital signal if desired.
The fine sensor consists of two cells in each axis which are differentially
summed to obtain the error signal. The physical orientation of the cells
will be arranged to give the required field of view.
Horizon Sensor
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A two-axis horizon sensor is required for acquisition of the earth and control
of the vehicle at local vertical during the mission° In addition, it must be
programmable for offset pointing with respect to local vertical. I
I
I
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There are basically two concepts presently used in earth horizon sensors.
They are:
1) Horizon Scanning - where a sensor instantaneous field of
view is caused to scan via a mechanical-optical modulator
and the center of the earth is detected by bisecting the points
at which "opposite horizons" are crossed.
2) Radiometric Balance Sensing - where two sensor instantaneous
fields of view are aligned to view "opposite horizons" and the
center of the earth is defined when the outputs from these
sensors are equal.
The first approach lends itself to high accuracy, both in earth centered pointing
or offset pointing via gimballing or electrically biasing the system reference.
The second approach, although simpler and more reliable, is less accurate
because of its susceptability to differential drift in critical components. The
first concept is therefore required to achieve the pitch and roll accuracy budgeted
for attitude control on ATS-4.
Performing offset pointing places the following requirements on the sensors,
reference system, and control system:
The horizon scanner must be capable of providing orientation
sensing in pitch and roll while the spacecraft is pointed to any desired
location on the visible hemisphere. This may be accomplished
either by gimballing the scanning dither in each axis or by
biasing the earth center pulse in the scanner output signal. Gimbal-
ling the scanning dither allows the horizon scanner optical
reference to remain on the earth's center while the antenna is pointed
|
G-lf_
to any location on the earth's visiblehemisphere.
llowever, biasing ti_eeartl_ center pulse results in off-
setting the scan plane from the earth center. Although
this configuration is basically more reliable lhan ti_egim-
balled approach, the scanner must retain a visible
portion of the earth disk at all times causing blindspots
approximately one half degree from the horizon in both pitch
and roll. Ttzis is _hown in the diagram below:
Blindspots ..
Roll Axis
Pitch Axis
B]indspots in these remote locations may be completely accep-
table; however, they may be prohibitive in other maneuver
modes.
A concepl which avoids this [imilationis a two mirror configuration designed
by ATD. One mirror pr.ovidcs the dither motion which t)rovides the error
signal. The other mirror compensates for larffe vehicle, tilts by displacing
the line of sight so that lhe scan pial]c coincides wili_ lht.¢.ent('rof the
earth. Thu,_, _ccuracy is nol elt,gr,,d('d _tu,: :{) .seannintt _n_:_ll _:h()rds on
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the earth while at offset points. It is also possible to point off of the earth's
disc. This may be desirable for earlier interception for low-earth satellites
which are to be tracked, and for large antenna pattern measurement maneuvers.
A breadboard model of this double mirror concept has been built and tested by
ATD. Modification of this design would be required to achieve the desired field
of view and accuracy for synchronous altitude.
The horizon scanner which best meets the ATS-4 requirements is a combination
of the Apollo and MOGO designs with the incorporation of the double positor and
mirror concept. This configuration uses the optics from the MOGO system
and the digital electronics from the Apollo system. However, to protect the
proprietary rights of the Advanced Technology Division (ATD) of American
Standard, a detailed description of these concepts cannot be included in this final
report. References 10 and 11 should be consulted for a technical description
of these concepts.
Star Tracker
The Polaris star tracker is required to provide an accurate yaw reference
for the ATS-4 control system, al+_,_,,,,_ ,,_o,_+ .,,,_,_+_,_,, ..o_ require,*,_..,-,,..s.. --*-_ wv_-_--s does -- +
a yaw maneuver, the star tracker must be provided with a means of maintain-
ing stellar reference during offset maneuvers. Offset pointing about the pitch
axis imposes no restriction on the star tracker; however, offset pointing
in roll would cause loss of Polaris unless a gimballing technique is included.
The star tracker field of view (FOV) requirements are dictated primarily
by the acquisition and offset pointing requirements. Since the acquisition
sequence has been established as sun-earth-Polaris, the line of sight (LOS)
to Polaris will lie normal to the yaw axis within the accuracy of the Horizon
Sensor and the roll component of the angle between Polaris and the earth's
axis. Therefore, the minimum allowable instantaneous field of view on the
star tracker is approximately 2.0 degrees for acquisition without the use of
gimbals. Gimballing the telescope for offset pointing :via the horizon sensor
would allow some reduction in the instantaneous FOV. Additional require-
ments in the roll FOV are imposed by the vehicle offset pointing requirements.
I
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The initi:d offset pointing requirement is ±9 degrees and requires that the
star tracker field of view be equivalent to this angle in the roll axis. This
may be accomplished by extending the star tracker instantaneous FOV or
by gimballing the minimum field of view discussed above. Thus, the minimum
FOV _equirements for the star tracker are ±I. 0 degree in yaw and ±i0.0 degrees
in rollo
It is desired that antenna study maneuvers be made which require driving the
vehicle through an angle of 15 degrees in roll and pitch. If star reference is
not to be lost, the roll gimba! capability must exceed 15 degrees.
Since tile basic requirement of the Polaris star tracker is for yaw reference,
roll accuracy (and in turn sensitivity) may not be required. However, if
accuracy in roll were provided, the star tracker could be used to calibrate
the horizon sensor. This could be accomplished by providing one specific
calibration point (e. g., roll gimbal zero) or by making the roll accuracy
equivalent to that of the yaw axis throughout the ±9 degrees range, in which case
the star tracker could be used as a backup for pointing in roll. The latter
approach is more complex in that an accurate gimbal readout would be required
and in either case the design is complicated by the specific requirement of roll
sensitivity and accuracy.
The star acquisition sequence is initiated from an earth-sun stabilized attitude.
Therefore, with knowledge of the ephemeris, the angle to Polaris and the stars
between the spacecraft and Polaris are known. Thus, star acquisition may be
accomplished by yawing through the proper angle via gyro reference control --
or umil the proper stars have been passed through, then the switching yaw
control Io the star tracker when Polaris is reached. In either case the star
tracker must sense the magnitude of Polaris which is approximately +2. i. The
nearest bright star to Polaris is Kochab which lies about 12 degrees away in
the constellation of Ursa Minor. Other bright stars lie outside the maximum
I
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angle of 23.5 degrees from which star acquisition is initiated. It is con-
ceivable therefore that acquisition can be easily accomplished with only a
lower limit on the star presence sensor. However, other modes of operation
may require both an upper and lower threshold. Therefore, the requirement
on this parameter is tentatively set at +I. 0 degrees magnitude from Polaris.
Thus the basic Polaris Star Tracker requirements are as follows:
RoLl FOV - +i 5.0 degrees
Yaw FOV - +I. 0 degree
Yaw Accuracy - +1. 0 arc minute
Star Recognition - +2.1 +1.0 magnitude
Other requirements for the Polaris star tracker which may be desirable are:
The addition of correction for the diurnal angle between
Polaris and the earth's axis
The addition of a calibrated position in roll which would
give approximately the same accuracy as that required in yaw
The diurnal motion of Polaris about the pole can only be corrected with the
star tracker. This may be accomplished by gimballing the optical axis of the
tracker or by summing a bias with the output to offset the electrical null. In
either case an additional requirement is placed on the tracker design; that
of the gimbal or the increased gain linearity and stability respectively.
At the present time, there appears to be no tracker designed specifically
for tracking Polaris. The OAO tracker is designed to track stars as faint
as +2.5 magnitude. The OAO tracker consists of a telescope supported by
precision pitch and roll gimbals, each having ±60 degrees of freedom. The
tracker weighs 14.5 pounds and requires considerable computation to obtain
the attitude error output.
I
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Another tracker which is more suited to the accuracy and functional requirements
of the ATS-4 vehicle; is the JPL designed tracker used on the Mariner vehicle.
This tracker is presently being modified for the Mariner 69 flight. It will
have an instantaneous field-of-view of 0.85 degrees by 9.5 degrees. The
electronically gimbal!ed field of view in the non sensitive axis is 34 degrees.
This will allow antenna pattern studies to +17 degrees. The tracker_s
accuracy is better than 0. 1 degree.
To adapt this tracker for ATS-4 and Polaris tracking would require modifica-
tion of the optics and electronics to increase the sensitivity required for
tracking Polaris. The roll gimballing is performed by voltages applied to
the image dissector tube deflection plates. Scanning to develop the error signal
is also performed by voltage applied to the deflection plates. Correction for
the duirnal motion may be made by introducing a bias voltage to the deflection
plates.
Gyros
Although the gyros probably will be deenergized for the major part of the
mission, they will be used during despin and acquisition, alternate modes
of maneuvering and for monitoring functions. An important requirement
is that the gyro have a drift rate less than of 0.1 degree/hr.
The Honeywell GG334 strapdown Gas Bearing Gyro can meet this and other
requirements. This is a high performance, single-degree-of-freedom floated
device designed primarily to meet advanced strapped-down system require-
ments for attitude reference space system applications. This reliable,
precision, inertial-grade gyro offers long life, high-g capability, low-order
stable-drift rates, and high-torquing capability.
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Principal features of the GG334 for the ATS-4 application are:
Low power hydrodynamic gas-bearing spin motor with
maximum bearing life and reliability. The gyro has a
start-stop capability of over 10,000 cycles.
High rate permanent magnet torquer capable of continuous
torquing rates of 15 deg]sec.
Low torquer time constant suitable for pulse rebalance
as well as analog rebalance systems.
Random drift rates of lessthan 0.1°/hr.
Floated girnbal with pivot and jewel output axis bearing.
Microvernier balance pan.
Spin motor running detector.
The gyros will be used in a three-axis reference package which incorporates
the necessary electronics for caging and torquing the gyros and for generating
the rate and attitude information. An example of this package is the DAR
(Digital Attitude Reference) which Honeywell has designed specifically for
application in a broad variety of space missions. The DAR has the following
characteristics:
1)
2)
The DAR provides complete three axis attitude information
with the output in digital format which makes it compatible
with advanced digital control systems.
The DAR is completely self contained, relying only on external
28 vdc power and generating internally all other necessary
voltages and frequencies.
I
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3)
4)
The DAR utilizes passive temperature control via a
variable thermal impedance mechanism. This provides
a reduced power requirement for inertial sensor tempera-
ture control.
The DAR is mechanized using the latest advances in elec-
tronics circuitry and packaging technology for a minimum
size and weight package.
6. 2. 3 Selected Ccn__fi__uration
The sclcc'tcd <:onfiguration for the reference subsystem is summarized below:
Sun Z(][iso _'s
To _)r()_idc_a full 4_ sterad_an 12 individual sensors are mounted on the vehicle
wlth a null along the x-axis of the vehicle (plus x-axis for a sunrise injection
into the final synchronous orbit and minus x-axis for a sunset injection, de-
pendin_ on the launch time of year). Eight cells would normally be sufficient;
however, the large antenna causes some obstruction and the additional sensors
are roqu[red. The fine sun sensor consists of four cells with a narrow field
of v:ew for accurate pitch and yaw control to the vehicle-sun line during the
acquisition phase.
Horizon Sensor
The most desirable configuration for the horizon sensor appears to be the
ATD concep_ where the scan plane remains through the center of the earth
as the vehicle is commanded to offset points or even off of the earth disc.
This awJ[ds use of any mechanical gimba]
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Star Tracker
Because of offset pointing and antenna maneuvers, gimballing to keep the
star in the field-of-view is required. Electronic gimballing is desirable
and is used in the JPL Canopus Tracker. Modification of the tracker will
be required to increase its sensitivity and to provide electronic gimballing
in yaw to account for the diurnal motion of Polaris.
Gyros
The gyros are to be used for both rate and/or attitude information. The
gyros selected should be capable of being pulse-torqued in a reference package
such as, the DAR. Tile digital outputs of the DAR are compatible with the
controller.
6.2.4 Sensor Performance
A summary of the basic parameters of the sensors is detailed below:
Sun Sensors
Coarse Acquisition
Fine Acquisition
4_ Steradian field-of-view
- Accuracy +3 degrees
- +10 degrees field of view
- Accuracy ±0.25 degrees
I
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Horizon Sensor
• Fieldof view
• Accuracy
• Output
• Gimbal capability
Star Tracker
• Field of view
• Accuracy
• Gimbal capability
Gyro Reference Package
• Drift
• Output
- ±20 degrees
- ±0.067 degrees (on earth disc)
- Digital, 0.01 degree resDlution
- ±15 degree
- +i degree (sensitive axis)
- +9 degree (non-sensitive axis)
±0.18 degrees
±17 degrees (non-sensitive axis)
- 0.1 degree/hr
- Rate and attitude (digital)
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DISTURBANCE TORQUES
6.3.1 Meteoroid Impact
Initially, it is worthwhile to distinguish the word meteoroid from meteor
or meteorite. Meteoroids are restricted to particles or debris travelling
in space. Meteors designate the luminous phenomena associated with
meteoroids as they enter the earth's atmosphere. A meteorite denotes a
meteoroid which has been found on the earth's surface. The scientific in-
vestigation of meteoroids is confined to masses ranging from perhaps
10-13gin to about 100 gins. In size, they vary down to perhaps 1-2_ in
diameter. When the dimensions of meteorids reach this limiting order,
the large increase in the ratio of area of particle to its mass results in
the dominance of solar light pressure effect over solar gravitational force.
These tiny particles are driven away from the sun by the radiation pressure,
and little or no data is available concerning them.
Origin and Composition of Meteoroids
Meteoroids are generally classified into two groups which are defined by
their origin; asteroidal or cometary. A third possible existing group,
constituting a very small per cent of the meteoroid distribution, is that of
interstellar debris.
The asteroidal particles represent less than ten per cent of the total influx
of particles entering the earth's atmosphere. They originate in the asteroidal
belt which astronomers believe to have resulted from the fragmentation of a
planet into smaller bodies, the asteroids. Iron, nickel, and various stony
materials in varying amounts make up the composition of these bodies. The
particle densities are of the order of 3.5 gms/cm 3.
I
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The cometary particles represent some ninety per cent or greater of the
total influx of particles. Their porous nature, low density (0.03 to 0.05
grns/cm3), and frangible characteristics, favor the production of a flaring
meteor. (See Reference i)
Meteoroid Streams
Nearly 70 percent of all incoming meteors were earlier classified as belong-
ing to streams in some conic path about the sun. These streams are either
narrow with closely packed particles, or very broad in extent with widely
separated particles. Of the total incoming flux, about 30 per cent is assoc-
iated with particular streams, e.g., the Leonids; the remainder is referred
to as sporadic. Present day classification describes all meteoroids as
belonging to streams; however, the streams are classed as periodic or
sporadic. (See Reference 2)
Tables and graphs describing meteoroid flux per square unit per unit time
represent statistical averages over long periods. The meteoroid flux rate
is never constant - even after correction for the observed effects of large-
particle showers. The variation in flux rate is one or two orders of magni-
tude, with periods of low or high flux measurements of a few days duration.
Certain of these variations are due to known meteor showers, and cause
annual variations. Random variations also exist with periods of a few days,
and can be dealt with only on a statistical basis. Hence, shortlived satellites
or rockets may give meteoroid flux measurements very different from the
average. Therefore, meteoroid interception by impact sensors is dependent
upon both the probability of intercepting a meteoroid stream of known
average density, and the probability of encountering a given flux intensity
during the sampling period.
Meteor data is made up of two components, the sporadic meteors and the
shower meteors belonging essentially to the well-defined short-period
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comets and meteor streams. The shower meteors are distinguished by
their common radiants and make up about 20 to 30 percent of the meteors
sighted. The peak activity during these showers may be four to five times
the sporadic meteor rate, but on extremely rare occasions much greater.
For example, a rate increase of 5000 was reported on 9-10 October 1946,
when the Giacobinid-Zinner comet orbit was crossed by Earth. One of
the most spectacular visual displays was that of the Leonids shower in
1833 in which a rate increase estimated to be 20, 000 times! the normal rate
was observed.
•Meteoroid Velocity
Meteoroids encountered by the earth will have velocities relative to the
earth ranging from 11 krn_sec to 72 km/sec. This is based on the fact
that for a particle following a parabolic path about the sun the maximum
velocity it could have at the distance of Earth from the sun is approximately
42 kilometers per second. If such a particle meets Earth head on, as it
orbits the sun at a velocity of approximately 30 kilometers per second, a
combined velocity (neglecting Earth's gravitational attraction) or approxi-
mately 72 kilometers per second is obtained. To achieve higher velocities
would require the particles to be following hyperbolic paths and thus be
of interstellar origin. The lower limit occurs when the particles obtain
their velocity relative to Earth by Earth gravitational attraction alone.
For space vehicles encountering these particles the range of relative
velocities could be somewhat greater. This is due to the velocity of the
space vehicle.
The brighter meteors have higher velocities and the fainter meteors are
slower. In reference 4, a total of 2529 photographs of meteors were
evaluated to determine a mean meteoroid velocity of 28 km per second.
It is pointed out, however, that many meteoroids are much slower and that
they enter the earth's atmosphere unobserved. Hence, the mean meteoroid
velocity should be reduced to about 22 km per second on this basis.
I
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A second argument shown in reference 4 indicates that the determination
of the meteor ionizing efficiency is proportional to its velocity to the fourth
power. This would result in a mean meteoroid velocity calculation of greater
than 30 km per second.
Since the mean velocity is not well defined, a conservative value of 30 km
per second is generally accepted by most authors.
Meteoroid Flux Density
The meteoroid flux density could have a day-to-day variation of several
orders of magnitude due to encountering the orbits of known meteoroid
streams. There may be as many meteoroids striking a spacecraft in one
day due to a meteoroid stream as there are in a whole year due to sporadic
meteoroids. Also, the meteoroids in a particular stream are all travelling
in the same orbit v_ith the same relative velocity. For example, the
Geminid stream has a mean velocity of 36.2 krn per second and the Orionid
stream has amean velocity of 67.7 km per second (reference I). Sporadic
meteoroids, however, are omni-directional, vary in velocity from ii to
72 km per second, and have a very low flux density.
Numerous attempts have been made to determine an average value of the
meteoroid flux environment in the vicinity of the earth. Due to assumptions
and different methods, these calculations have resulted in flux density
values which are several orders of magnitude apart. Reference 3 cites
several flux equations which result in widely varying densities. Two values
are given (3.4 x 10 .8 gm/meter2-sec, and 1.96 x i0 -I0 gm/meter2-sec)
using two different approximations to the density curve shown in Figure 6-3.
Both of these calculations, however, are biased toward the smaller, more
dense particles and highly susceptible to the assumed particle size cut-off
point. It is assumed that particles smaller than a certain magnitude are
all s_vept away by solar radiation pressure. Additionally, two other quantities
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Figure 6-3. Meteoroid Extrapolations
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are given (3.62 x lO-11gm/meter2-sec) and (3.0 x lO-11gm/meter -sec)
which are biased toward the larger particles and are somewhat insensitive
to the smaller particles. In this case, the assumed cut-off point on the i
large particle end of the scale strongly influences the calculation. Since
i
the larger particles occur more rarely, a cutoff point of one impact per i
square meter per year could be made, which would result in reducing the
flux calculation by more than an order of magnitude (2.5 x 10-12gm]meter2-sec). I
Since wide disagreement exists in the literature concerning the development
of an averaged flux density equation, another approach is to determine the
momentum of each meteoroid of each size and examine its probability of
occurrence. The control system, then, would be sized to balance the dis-
turbance induced by each meteoroid impact separately. Meteors may be
i
classed accordingly to their visual magnitude. Magnitudes fainter than +5, a
which cannot be observed visually, are detected by radar observations of ion
trails. The data show in Figure :6-3, then corresponds to the mass and g
particle frequency versus visual magnitude shown in Table •6-4. Using this
data, the momentum of each meteoroid of each size together with its frequency i
of occurrence is used to determine the total control impulse required to balance
the disturbance. All of these calculations assume that all meteoroids impinge •|on the surface, and there is a pure momentum transfer to the impacted sur-
face. Modification to this momentum transfer assumption is discussed in the
i
next section of this report, i
In Table 6-4, Column 1 shows the visual meter magnitude as a function of
meteoroid mass (Column 2) assuming an average relative velocity of 30 km
per second. Column 3 shows the accumulated flux density of meteoroid mass,
m, and larger which corresponds to the curves shown in Figure 6-3, (refer-
ence 5). The meteoroid f!ux density within each visual magnitude is then
shown in Column 4. Using a calculated vehicle surface area of 25.5 square
meters and a two-year mission time, the probability of encountering a
meteoroid of mass, m, is shown in Column 5. The momentum of a meteoroid
of each size, shown in Columns 6 and 7 is multiplied by the probability of
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occurrence to determine the expected impulse exerted against the vehicle
(Column 8). The sum of Column 8 results in a total of 0.947 ib-sec.
Assuming that a meteoroid may strike anywhere on the vehicle, and esti-
mating an average distance of impact from the center of gravity of 12 feet
with a control moment arm of 4 feet, 2. 841 ib-sec of control impulse is re-
quired to balance the meteoroid disturbance torque. Since the control system
will be required to compensate for the individual impacts of the larger more
sparse meteoroids, the impulse required to balance a magnitude 5 meteoroid
impacting on the solar panel (18 feet from the e.g.) and traveling at 72 km
per second could be as high as 24 Ib-see. However, the probability of en-
countering a nqeteoroid of magnitude 5 traveling at 72 km per second is less
than once in 150 years. Further, an impact of this nature would penetrate
several inches of material, causing most of the meteoroid to continue through
the spacecraft resulting in lower momentum exchange and possible damage
to the spacecraft.
For comparison,
meter2-sec average flux density as follows:
13 sec m) {0. 9471b ft-sec) _ i __4.448newton_s_
0.947 ib-sec of total impulse converts to 9.41 x I0 -I0 gm/
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
This compares favorably to the mean of the previously stated average flux
-i0
density calculations. Since this resuhs in a pressure force of 5.89 x 10
ibs/ft 2 it may be concluded that meteoroid impact provides a disturbance
torque which is a factor of 170 below solar radiation pressure (I x 10 -7 ib/ft2).
It is restated, however, that this assumes a one to one momentum exchange
from the meteoroid to the spacecraft.
I
I
I
Momentum Amplification
Several ti_eoretical calculations have been proposed concerning a momentum
amplification du(I_) h>l){_rveloeity m_l(_()roi(I impact. Since a meteoroid can
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displace or expell more material mass from a surface than its own,
several authors (reference 3) have advanced the theory of momentum ampli-
fication ranging from a factor of 2 to a factor of as high as 36• A factor
of 2 is conceivable for the smaller particles which may strike a surface and
'bounce _ack" at nearly the same velocity. Larger or faster meteoroids,
however, will cause craters resulting in expelling material (ejecta) from
the surface• This phenomenon gives rise to the momentum amplification
theory• Still other particles will completely penetrate the surface and con-
tinue through the spacecraft carrying some material with it; this could result
in a slightly less than one momentum exchange factor.
The material erosion on satellites necessary to substantiate a high momentum
amplification factor has not been observed. Therefore, it is assumed that
through the spectrum of meteoroids, there could be momentum amplifi-
cation factors ranging from slightly less than one to possibly greater than
2 or 3. Using an average momentum amplificati_m factor of 2, the impulse
becomes 1. 894 lb/sec which converts to 1 882 x 10 -9 grn/meter 2
• see, or
x 10 -9 Ibflft2, which is a factor of 85 below solar radiation pressure.I. 178
Although the study of the meteoroid environment is not sufficient to permit
the formation of an accurate meteoroid disturbance model, the above cal-
culations indicate that the average meteoroid disturbance torque is nearly
two orders of magnitude below that of solar radiation pressure. Except
for high flux densities during possible meteoroid streams or in the improb-
able event that a large, high velocity meteoroid is encountered, the dis-
turbance torque due to meteoroid impact may be neglected•
I
I
I
I
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6.3.2 Gravity Gradient
The effect of gravity gradient torques for the ATS-4 configuration will be
small because of the synchronous altitude and the near local vertical orien-
tation. Expressions used to evaluate the gravity gradient torques are:
T X = -4_o 2 (iy - iz)_ (roll axis)
Ty = -3_o 2 (IX - Iz)e (pitch axis)
T z = -¢0o2 (Iy - Ix )_ (yaw axis)
where
T X, Ty, T Z = Torques (ft ibs)
IX, Iy, I Z -- Principal axis inertias (slug-ft 2)
= Orbital rate (radians per sec)
O
= Roll angle (radians)
e = Pitch angle (radians)
= Yaw angle (radians)
These equivalent torque expressions include the dynamic phenomena associated
with the rotating (local vertical) coordinate frame and the tendency of a
rotating, freely-suspended bedy to rotate about its maximum axis of inertia.
These equations were used in determining impulse requirements for the
reaction jet system. The torque at offset points of 0. 1 radians are as follows:
(72.9 x I0-6) 2 (1226 - 167)(0. I)= 93.7 x I0 -8 roll
(72.9 x 10-6) 2 (2150 - 1677) (0. i) = 77.5 x 10 -8 pitch
These torques are a factor of 200 less than peak solar radiation torques and a
factor of 40 less than the average roll solar radiation torque.
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6.3.3" Magnetic Disturbance
The torques due to the magnetic moment of the vehicle interacting with
the earth's magnetic field are small compared to the solar radiation
torques. Assuming that the ATS-4 spacecraft has a magnetic moment equal
to 4000 dyne-cm per gauss (AOSO requirements), the torque in a field
of 200 gamma (Synchronous altitude) is 60 x 10 -8 ft. lb. This is small
compared to the solar radiation pressure torque.
6.3.4 Internal Rotating Equipment
Momentary torque disturbances will occur due to starting and stopping of
tape recorders, gyros etc. The momentum contributed by these sources will
be stored by the reaction wheels.
6.3.5 Solar Pressure
Theory
Interplanetary radiation originates primarily from our own solar system.
Galactic radiation, compared to solar radiation contributes little to the
total radiation pressure exerted on a unit area of a spacecraft.
Solar radiation is further divided into electromagnetic radiation and particle
radiation. Electromagnetic radiation consists of quanta called photons which
propagate in wave forms having wavelengths in the continuous spectrum. Photons
have zero rest mass, no electrical charge, and no magnetic moment, but they
do posses energy resulting in a force producing a pressure termed "Light
I
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Pressure. L' Particle radiation, however, consists of electrons, protons,
neutrons, alpha and beta particle plasma and many other sub particles. These
particles, which have a rest mass, are expelled from the sun at velocities
of from 400 to 1500 km per second. This particle radiation which sweeps
throughout interplanetary space is termed "Solar Wind".
Electromagnetic Radiation -- The intensity of electromagnetic radiation is
inversely proportional to the square of the distance to the sun. About 99 per
cent of this solar energy is concentrated in the narrow range from 3000 to
4000 Angstroms (Reference 6), with the remaining 1 per cent distributed in
the ultraviolet, infrared and radio frequencies. The rate at which solar
electromagnetic radiation is received outside the earth's atmosphere on a
unit surface normal to the incident radiation and at a distance of one astronomical
unit from the sun is called the solar constant. This quantity which produces
"light pressure" is virtually unchanged with high solar activity. The solar
constant has the value of
2
1396 watts/meter
being accurate to +i per cent due to gradual long term variations and instru-
ment measurement error. Dividing the solar constant by the speed of light
and converting the units produces the quantity of solar light pressure exerted
on a unit area.
1394 watts
p _L meter2
144 in 2
(7-4:Pattsl( 550 ft-lb-sec-l)hp Ii0-!_ter21(-2"542 cm2)( ft2,in _ )
ft
9. 83514 x 108 se----c
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P = 0.970814 x 10 -7 lb/ft 2
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Partical Radiation -- The solar atmosphere is composed primarily of ionized
particles that flow continuously outward from the sun. This flow which
represents an expansion of the solar corona is called the "Solar Wind". The
corona is composed primarily of hydrogen; hence, the solar wind consists
primarily of highly ionized hydrogen particles (electrons and protons).
Since the mass of the proton is 1837 times the mass of the electron, the energy
of the solar wind can be determined from the particle energy of the proton
alone, which is about one Kev during quiet sun periods. The mass of a proton
(Reference 7;) is given as:
M = 1.67 x 10"24gin
During quiet sun periods, the solar wind particles at one astronomical unit
are traveling at a velocity of about 400 kilometers per second with a density
of about 10 particles per cubic centimeter (Referehce 6).
P = M N V 2 cos e
where
M = particle mass
N = particle density
V = particle velocity
e = particle incident angle
A surface exposed 90 ° to the solar wind will have a zero incident angle.
this case,
P = MNV 2
P = (1.67 x 10 -24 gm)
(clm--_l (4 x 107 cs-_--c_
2
In
!
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p
-10
267.2 x 10 gm
2
cm -sec
Converting the units,
P = (267.2 x 10 -10
gm
2
cm -sec
dynes I
gm-cm_
2 /
sec
- \/ lbf1 x 10 5 newtoni r
dyne 4.448222 newton
_ '2';. 03 cm
2
-11 lb
P = 5.581 x 10
ft 2
(Quiet Sun particle pressure)
During active sun periods, however, the solar pro_ure due to particle
radiation is greatly magnified. Solar flares cause a rapid expansion of the
corona producing an increase in the velocity and density of the solar plasma.
Solar flares vary in magnitude and brightness and are classified according
to their area (per cent of solar disk involved). Observations have shown that
the frequency and duration of solar flares vary as a function of their class
(Reference 8). Small flares (class 1) occur every few hours and have duralio_s
of about i0 to 40 minutes.
Conversely, the large flares (class 3 and class 3+) occur more rarely but h_v,_
longer durations. As many as six or seven class 3+ flares with mean duratt_n,_
of about three hours may be expected in one year during the active portion of
the eleven year solar cycle.
As a result of a class 3+ flare, the solar plasma velocity may increase to
about 1500 kilometers per second with particle density increasing to as high
as 100 particles per cubic centimeters (References 6 and 9). During this
brief period, the solar particle radiation pressure increases as follows:
i
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P
P
P
MNV 2
-24
i. 67 x i0 gin)
-i037575.0 x i0
I,°°l/ 115x lo7
gm
2
cm-sec
Converting the units
lbf
P = 7.848 x 10 -9 _
ft 2
(Particle radiation pressure during a
class 3+ flare)
Conc lus ion
Based upon the foregoing analysis, the particle radiation pressure, even
during a large flare, is several orders of magnitude less than the electro-
magnetic radiation pressure. Therefore, particle radiation pressure may be
neglected.
in developing the solar pressure disturbance torque model, a constant pres-
sure of 1 x 10 -7 ibf/ft 2 may be used for a surface normal to the sun-line with
no variation due to solar activity.
This analysis has been directed only toward determining the magnitude of
the solar radiation pressure and as such, particle radiation is insignificant.
However, particle radiation may impose severe material degradation
particularily during high solar flare activity. Radiation damage to mater ia!s
has not been considered in this analysis.
i
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6. 3.6 Disturbance Torque Model I
An analysis of the ATS-4 vehicle configuration indicates that the only signi-
ficant external disturbance torque is due to solar radiation pressure.
Meteoroid impact and gravity gradient disturbance torques are both several
orders of magnitude below solar pressure, although the rare occurrence of
a relatively large meteoroid could result in an individual impact disturbance
torque sufficiently large to require control system correction. Therefore,
this disturbance torque model considers solar radiation pressure only.
-7
The magnitude of the solar pressure coefficient is approximately 1 x i0
ibf/ft 2. This quantity is derived from the solar constant (photon radiation)
which does not vary with high solar flare activity. Solar flares produce an
increase in the solar wind (particle radiation) resulting in a force which is
two to four orders of magnitude below photon radiation. This coefficient is
the force exerted on one square foot of totally absorbing surface in a plane
perpendicular to the sun-line.
I
I
I
i
I
I
I
Antenna Projected Surface Area --The antenna consists of a petal structure
covered with a wire mesh. The mesh is made of one rail wire with 80 thousandths
A segment of this wire mesh which is in a plane perpendicular to Ispacing.
the sun-line results in a 20.8 per cent shaded surface area or 79.2 per cent
open area. As the solar incident angle decreases, the per cent of projected
surface area in each mesh segment increases. One hundred percent surface
area per mesh segment is achieved between 86 ° and 90 ° solar incident angle.
This is shown in Figure 6-4.
Since the antenna is not a flat surface, the amount of open area in each mesh
segment varies over the parabo!oidal surface. To determine the effective
projected surface area of the paraboloidal antenna over a 24-hour period, a
series of representative cross-sectional segments of the antenna were examined_
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Figure 6-4. Percent Open Area in Each Mesh Segment
As a Function of Solar Incident Angle
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at several points in the orbit. When the solar incident angle is zero (sun-
line perpendicular to the plane of the antenna, xy plane) the antenna i
m
presents a symmetrical surface to the sun line, and the disturbance torque
is zero in all three axes. However, as the vehicle pitches through 360 ° and
the sun-line changes from an equinox to a solstice orientation, a continuously
varying projected surface results. A series of five cross-sectional slices 8|of the antenna mesh and petal structure were examined to form a repre-
sentative definition of the projected area and center-of-pressure. Along the
projection of each cross-sectional slice, a total of 14 station locations l
were selected for analysis. By geometrically determining the solar angle
of incidence at each of the 14 stations on each of the five cross-sectional I
slices, a projected surface density map was generated. This process is
illustrated in Figure 6-5. At each intersecting point on the pro- I
Ijected surface, a ratio of shaded to total area was determined as a function
of vehicle orientation. With this information, the total projected area was •
summed and a weighted center of pressure was determined by the mean of
the integrated area under each curve. The projected area is graphically
illustrated in Figure 6-6. The disturbance torque in each axis is
determined from the projected area and center-of-pressure moment arms of
each of the three major vehicle parts; panels, antenna, and spacecraft module, l
This analysis considers the amount of sunlight passing through the antenna
onto the module. Similarily, the module shading against the antenna in the l
am
opposing orientation is considered. The calculated moment arms in each
axis, for both an equinox and a solstice condition and for a full 360 °vehicle
Oorientation, are shown in Table 6-5.
!In this analysis, it is assumed that the solar radiation striking each surface
is perfectly absorbed. If a perfectly reflecting body is assumed, photons
striking a flat surface at a zero incident angle would produce a momentum
amplification factor of 2. For cylinderical surfaces (such as wire mesh)
and a zero incident angle, a momentum amplification factor of 1.27 would
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result. However, the solar panels, which are the only flat surfaces of any
significance, rn-_iy-t_e considered absorbing bodies. Further, a zero
incident angle onthe cylindrical wire in the antenna mesh is seldom
encounte_-_ff.__lcdn_: angle relative to the normal to the axis of a
cylinder moxnentum amplification factor. As the
- i , the amplification factor goes from 1.27
-' _ ":::_1,. 0.- ieactor is less than
one. angles from -o are present during
. ...... pealctorque.pf_i_h_.-____t::an_:iU 6_re-ater:than 36 °, and
_' ........a reflectlng_:_:"_"_'__'-_--°°_--'_bodymomentum_--":"_ amplification'__'_ _'±" _ .............factor_-.........0f_iess than one may be
cons! er_.: __cln that lthe antenna is a perfectly
absorbing l:l:_momentum exchange, may be considered
s light ly
The resulting solar pJc_ssure disturbance torques in each of the three axes
is shown in Figure-s-B-i:7 t0 6-i i. Figure 6-7 shows the pitch torque lor both
_n equinox and a_olst_e condition due to all three spacecraft parts. In
roll, t'hef__[s: no_-__t [0rque on"fhe antenna and module during an
equinox co_on___9_w_yer, at _o_$her solar posi_ons an offset sine wave
results as_re 6_8. The_roll t orcluef clue to thefixed solar
_.,_
panels ts shown In Figure 6-9. A composite torque model for the roll axis
including the antenna, module, and panels for the equinox and both solstice
conditions is shown in Figure 6-10. The yaw torque, shown in Figure g-li,
ts due _o the fixed solar panels alone. This is the same as the roll torque
due to the panels but displaced 90 degrees.
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TORQUER SUBSYSTEM
6.4. 1 Control Torquer Requirements
The requirements on the control torquers took into account the disturbance
torque models shown in subsection 6.3. (Preliminary control impulse cal-
culations for alternate vehicle configurations are presented in Appendices
6A and 6B. ) The reaction jet subsystem is designed to provide:
a) Tumbling arrest
b) Acquisition (15 times)
c) Unload wheels (as result of average disturbance torque)
d) Holding attitude during station keeping
The inertia wheels are sized to store the cyclic disturbance torque and maneu-
ver the satellite to offset points. Antenna experiment maneuvers also will be
conducted by the wheels; however, they were not a prime requirement in
the sizing of the wheels. Rather, the antenna maneuvers will be configured
to the wheel capability.
The satellite parameters which influence sizing of the control torquers are
listed below.
Tumble Rates (Initial)
-3
Roll 1°/sec 17.4 x i0
-3
Pitch 0. 5°/sec 8.7 x i0
-3
Yaw l°/sec 17.4 x i0
rad/sec
rad/sec
rad/sec
Search Rates during Acquisition
Roll 0.2°/sec
Pitch 0.2°/sec
Yaw 0.2°/sec
0.05°/sec
3.49 x 10 -3 rad/sec (earth acquisition)
3.49 x 10 -3 rad/sec (sun and earth acquisition)
3.49 x 10 -3 rad/sec (sun acquisition)
0.87 x 10 -3 tad/see (star acquisition)
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Field of View (minimums for acquisition)
Fine Sun Sensor ±10 ° +0. 175 rad
Horizon Sensor +10 ° +0. 175 tad
Star Tracker + 1° ±0.0175 rad
Vehicle Inertia
Roll 2150 slug ft 2
Pitch 1226 slug ft 2
Yaw 1677 slug ft 2
Jet Moment Arm (all axes) 2.5 ft
Auxiliary Propulsion System
AV engines - 1 lbf (NS engine on y axis, EW engines
CG variance ±0.6 inch
Total /_V impulse 15, 000 lb sec
Thrust Levels
Several considerations must be satisfied in selecting the thrust levels. These
are as follows.
1) The thrust must be large enough to balance the misalignment torques
resulting from the firing of the APS engines.
2) The thrust must be large enough to acquire the references within
the field of view of the sensors with the required search rates.
The search rates are dictated by the time allowed for acquisition
of the references.
I
I
3) The thrust should be small enough to allow the wheels to maintain
control of attitude during the unloading periods. The wheel torque
may be increased but at the expense of increased peak power consump-
tion and some increase in wheel weight.
I
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The selected jet thrust provides a torque of 0.075 ft ibs. (The maximum mis-
alignment torque due to the firing of AV engines is 0.05 ft Ibs.) Phase plane
plots show that this is adequate torque to allow acquisition of the star and
earth in the field of view of the sensor. This jet torque is slightly above the
stall torque of the wheel at zero velocity; however, with the wheel at unload
speed the reverse torque of the wheelwill be greater than the jet torque, so
that the wheels can maintain control of the vehicle attitude. Unloading of the
wheels will be stopped before the wheel torque is less than the jet torque.
The roll and pitch jet thrust is 0.03 pounds and the yaw jet thrust is 0. 015
pounds. The yaw jets are fired in couples whereas roll and pitch are single
jets. The results of preliminary studies to determine jet size for alternate
ATS-4 configurations are given in Appendix 6B.
Total Impulse
The momentum or impulse capability of the reaction jet system is detailed
below :
i. Arrest Tumbling
Roll
Pitch
Yaw
-32150 x 17.4 x 10 = 38 ft lb sec
-31226 x 8.7 x 10 = 11 ft lb sec
-31677 x 17.4 x 10 = 29 ft lb sec
2. Acqui sition
Acquisition of the sun from any random orientation requires rotation
about the pitch and yaw axis at 0.2°/sec. This will be done simul-
taneously. Acquisition of the earth requires rotation about the roll
axis at 0.2°/sec and most likely will require some pitch rate when
earth presence is detected. Acquisition of the star requires a rota-
tion about the yaw axis at 0.05 degrees per second. The number
of acquisitions is assumed to be 15. The gas requirements for
!
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acquisition were determined from phase plane plots assuming that the
gas system was supplying the entire impulse for acquisition. Since
the wheels will be operating in parallel with the reaction jets, the gas
required is less than that shown.
Roll 15 x 49.3 --
Pitch 15 x 27.6 =
Yaw 15 x 34.7 =
740 ft lb sec
414 ft lb sec
520 ft lb sec
3) Disturbance Torque
The momentum required to unload the wheels due to the steady state
components of disturbance torque is set by solar radiation pressure,
gravity gradient at offset pointing and magnetic moments. The latter
two are insignificant compared to solar radiation torque, but have
been included in the required gas storage. The analysis of wheel
momentum requirements show a steady build up in momentum of
the roll and yaw wheels. This momentum must be removed by the
reaction jet system. Half of this momentum will be removed by the
roll jets and half will be removed by the yaw jets.
The momentum to be removed by the yaw and roll jets is:
4.3 x 10 -5 ft lb x 63. 1 x 106 sec = 2710 ft lb sec
therefore,
Roll = 1355 ft lb sec
Yaw = 1355 ft lb sec
The steady state component of the pitch torque due to solar radition
was assumed to be 5 percent of the peak value. The momentum to
be removed by the pitch jets is:
(0.05) (1.5 x 10 -4 ft lbs) (63. 1 x 106 seconds) = 474 ft lb sec
I
I
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The momentum due to gravity gradient was found by assuming a 0. 1
radian offset in pitch and roll for a total of one year. The values are:
Roll 30 ft Ib sec
Pitch 24 ft Ib sec
A magnetic moment of 4000 dyne cm/gauss was assumed for the vehicle
(this is the value used for AOSO). In a 200 gamma field this results
in a total of 38 ft lb sec per axis for the two year period.
. Misalignment torques due to _V engine
A total impulse of 15,000 ib sec is assumed for AV corrections. It is
assumed that one-half of this total impulse is in each of the engines.
Firing of the EW engine can cause torques about the y and z axis
and the NS engine can cause torques about the x and z axis. The
momentum required is:
Roll (1/2) (15,000) (0.6/12) (I) = 375 ft ib sec
Pitch (1/2) (15,000) (0.6/12) (i) = 375 ft ib sec
Yaw (i) (15,000) (0.6/12) {i) = 750 ft ib sec
The total requirements are summarized in the following table.
It is noted that the indicated APS impulse of 15,000 Ib sec is based on
early study results. The latest requirement for the recommended
ATS-4/APS system is 29,600 Ib sec. To resize the SCS jet system for
this increased requirement, again using the conservative approach of
combining the maximum 3 - (_ APS impulse value with the 3 - _ align-
ment error for the APS engine, an additional 5.9 Ibs of propellant
(including a 50% contingency margin) would be required for the recom-
mended hydrazine torquer subsystem. In addition, since similar pro-
pulsion approaches are proposed for the APS and SCS, it is recommended
that provision be made to divert some of the APS propellant for the use
of the SCS should the latter experience extreme impulse requirements.
(The North-South station keeping or East - West station repositioning
capabilities of the APS would be thereby reduced.)
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Mode
1. Arrest Tumbling
2. Acquisition
3. Disturbance Torque (Solar)
(Gravity and Magnetic)
4. Attitude Hold
Totals
Roll
Momentum
(ft lb sec)
38
740
1355
68
375
2576
Pitch
11
414
474
52
375
1326
Yaw
29
520
1355
750
2654
The total impulse required is:
2576 + 1326 + 2654 6556
2.5 - _ = 2625 lb sec
Assuming a 50 percent contingency due to uncertainties in distur-
bance torques and leakage the required storage in the reaction
system is 3950 ib sec.
Jet on time during the unloading of the wheels is:
Roll 0.95 ft lb sec _ 0.075 = 12.7 seconds
Pitch 0.75 ft lb sec : 0.075 = 10 seconds
Yaw 0.95 ft lb sec -'. 0.075 = 12.7 seconds
During acquisition the jetson time may be on as long as:
Roll 181 seconds
Pitch 97 seconds
Yaw 120 seconds
For despin from the separation rates to the desired search rates
the time could be:
Roll l°/sec
2O. 002°/sec
Pitch (0. 5 + O. 2)°/sec2
O. O035°/sec
Yaw
(i + O. 2)°/sec
20.00257°/sec
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500 seconds
-200 seconds
467 seconds
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6. 4.2 Candidate Reaction Jet T),pes
Cold Gas
Cold gas systems are quickly eliminated from consideration due to low I
sp
(60 seconds) and high system weight. The nitrogen tanks and plumbing for a
cold gas system would be about i. 27 times as heavy as the fuel contained
within.
Ion Engines
Electric or ion propulsion can provide very high specific impulse (Isp = 500
to 4000 seconds) with correspondingly low system weight. However, the
thrust levels attainable are on the order of 10 to 100 _ pounds; this is well
below the ATS-4 thrust requirements.
Hypergolic Bipropellants
The hypergolic bipropellant thrusters can develop a high Isp of 250 seconds
in short pulses. However, the minimum thrust level of this type is greater
than 0.3 pounds, and due to the dual valve and fuel line requirement, low
reliability can be expected.
Ammonia Resisto-Jet
There are several types of decomposed ammonia resisto-jets available. The
majority of the work being done in the development of resisto-jets is concen-
trated in three locations; AVCO, GE, and TRW. AVCO is developing an
electrically heated, power-on-demand, decomposed ammonia resisto-jet in
the millipound thrust class. The power scale factor is 8000 watts/lbf with a
6 -60
thermal time constand of one second. This development and test program is
being performed under contract to GSFC for a 57 pound feed system. No
flight experience exists, however. The GE system is also an electrically
heated, power-on-demand, decomposed ammonia system in the millipound
class. However, lower power is required by virtue of alower power scale
factor of 1400 watts/ibf and alonger thermal time constant. Due to the low
thrust capability of both the AVCO and the GE resisto-jet systems, their
application to ATS-4 could only be possible if the thrusters were placed on
long moment arms on the edge of the antenna. This would result in two major
problems: i) The fuel lines from the tank to the thrusters would have to in-
clude flexible joints to permit antenna deployment, thus, reducing system
reliability; and 2) Placing the thrusters at a great distance from the inertia
wheels and sensors would require the flexible body dynamics to be included
in the inner loop of the control system, creating a stability and compensation
complexity problem. Therefore, the AVCO and GE resisto-jet systems are
removed from further consideration.
TRW has done a considerable amount of work in continuously heated resisto-
jets with higher thrust levels and lower power consumption. In this design,
the fuel is heated to 1500 ° continuously, by drawing about 5 watts per valve
for a thrust level of 0.03 pounds. This resisto-jet design would therefore
require about 40 watts heater power continuously plus valve actuation power
for the ATS-4 mission. Alternatively, a radio-isotope heat source could be
used if the half life of the radio-isotope could be sufficiently long to prevent
a large thermal range in the 2-year period, and if AEC approval could be
obtained.
TRW has developed and flown two electrically heated nitrogen resisto-jets
on the VELA-3 program. The jets were continuously heated to 1000°F and
developed .042 pound. Advanced VELA will be flown in early 1967 with two
• 02 pound thrusters using electrically heated nitrogen to 1300°F. TRW has
also delivered an electrically heated decomposed ammonia resisto-jet to
Wright Field and a radio-isotope heated decomposed ammonia resisto-jet to
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Edwards AFB. These thrusters delivered 0. 1 pound thrust and were used
for test purposes only. The Isp for decomposed ammonia heated to 1500°F
or greater is in excess of 250 seconds.
From this investigation, it appears that the TRW electro-thermal decomposed
ammonia resisto-jet could be considered for the ATS-4 application. Further
trade-offs are recommended, however, to determine relative cost, development
status, and reliability of the resisto-jet compared to other feasible approaches.
Hydrazine Mono-propellant
Recent advances in hydrazine mono-propellant thrusters using the Shell 405
catalyst make it a candidate for the ATS-4 application. Steady state Isp is as
high as 230 seconds while the reliability is much better than competitive bi-
propellants. For a thrust size of. 03 pound and jet on-times of 10 - 12 sec-
onds, the Isp of a hydrazine mono-propellant system is from 150 to 170
seconds_ Although the fuel weight for hydrazine is therefore somewhat
higher than for the TRW resisto-jet (Isp = 250 seconds), electrical power
is required for valve actuation only.
Each of the redundant hydrazine jet systems consist of two 0.03 pound jets
in each of the three principle axes. The yaw jets, however, have split noz-
zles p_'oviding two 0. 015 pound thrust outputs from one valve for a matched
pair. In this manner, all valves are of the same design (0.03 pound thrust)
for a total of 12 jets (6 primary and 6 standby redundant).
The thrust output of the hydrazine thruster is a function of catalyst bed
temperature. The bed temperature increases from its initially cold state
to 90 percent of its operating efficiency after about 0. 5 seconds of thrusting.
For the remainder of the 10 - 12 second thrust on time (wheel unload ) maxi-
mum thrust output efficiency is obtained. The thrust output efficiency of a
hydrazine thruster, designed for 0.03 pound thrust is shown in Figure 6-!2.
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Figure 6-12. Hydrazine Thruster Output Efficiency
Hydrazine mono-propellant thrusters have been advanced by several reac-
tion jet companies since the development of the Shell 405 spontaneous cata-
lyst. The most significant hydrazine development appears to have been effected
by Rocket Research Corporation, Seattle, Washington and Hamilton Standard,
Windsor Locks, Connecticut. Rocket Research has developed and delivered
a flightworthy hydrazine plenum system using the Shell 405 catalyst to General
Dynamics. They also have a contract to develop and deliver a similar 0. 5
pound blow-down system to the Naval Research Laboratory. This system is
to be flown in May, 1967. In addition, they have demonstrated the reliability
of hydrazine systems by pulsing a 0.05 pound jet 30,000 times for an accu-
mulated 50,000 seconds of thrusting time.
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Through significant company investment, Hamilton Standard has developed
and tested flight weight hydrazine thrusters from 0. 014 Ibs to 0.4 lb. En-
durance tests were performed by actuating the system with 125,000 pulses
at sea level pressure and at a simulated 120, 000 foot altitude, with a varying
duty cycle of from 0.3 to 80 per cent.
From the standpoint of power, reliability, development status and fuel
similarity with the APS, a hydrazine mono-propellant system is selected
for attitude control. The vendor selection for this system can be made
only after an evaluation of a firm proposal basedupon firm system require-
ments. (See Appendix 6B for preliminary jet type considerations. )
The system weight for hydrazine mono-propellant thrusters assuming
standby redundancy in valves and nozzles, fuel feed from either or both
of two tanks, and hydrazine I of 150 seconds is obtained as follows:
sp
Fuel
Tanks and Plumbing
Valves and Nozzles
26 lbs
20 lbs
8 lbs
Total Weight 54 lbs
A schematic of the reaction jet subsystem is shown in Figure 6-13. A blow-
down hydrazine system is represented, since it appears most attractive
from weight and reliability considerations.
6.4.3 Inertia Wheel Subsystem
When inertia wheels are Selected as the control moment devices for attitude
control of a space vehicle it is generally done for two reasons. One, if
the mission life of the spacecraft is long(such as the two year life required
for the ATS-4)it is frequently possible to reduce the system weight from
!
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that required for a mass expulsion system. Two, if precise attitude control
is required (such as the ± 0. 1 degree specified for the ATA-4 system) it is
necessary to provide the control torque with a finer resolution than is
practical with a mass expulsion system.
In the case of the ATS-4 spacecraft the inertia wheels are selected for
both of the above reasons; however, the attitude accuracy requirements make
it necessary that inertia wheels be considered whether or not their application
results in a saving in system weight. (See Appendix 6C for results of preliminary
wheel studies for alternate spacecraft configurations. )
In reviewing the operating modes for ATS-4 it appears that inertiawheels
may be used to advantage in the following modes.
Attitude hold
Tracking maneuvers
Offset pointing maneuvers
Antenna experiment maneuvers
In the attitude hold mode, the attitude control system must maintain the
vehicle in a selected orientation relative to the local vertical, orbit plane
reference with an accuracy of +0.1 degrees. Since the spacecraft will be
subject to disturbances resulting from solar radiation and other causes,
some control action will be required to hold to the desired attitude accuracy.
If mass expulsion reaction jets were used to generate the control torque,
it would be necessary to have a deadband of the order of +0.01 degrees.
Experience indicates that such a small deadband results in excessive jet
operation and fuel consumption because of noise. The use of reaction wheels
to generate the control moment will eliminate not only the excessive fuel
consumption but also the undesirable limit cycle oscillations between
the limits of the deadband. This is a result of the continuous control
moment available from the inertia wheel as contrasted with the one dis-
crete level available from the reaction jets."
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The tracking maneuver consists of keeping the vehicle yaw axis pointed
at a satellite in a 90 minute orbit as it passes below the ATS-4 spacecraft.
It is desired to track with an accuracy of ±0.5 degree. Since the tracking
line of sight will have a sinusoida! angular acceleration the attitude control
system must have the capability of producing a smooth angular acceleration
of the vehicle in roll and pitch in order to track with suitable accuracy.
The torque produced by inertia wheels is continuous within their range and
would be compatible with this requirement.
The offset pointing maneuver requires that the vehicle axis be pointed at
any point on the earth's disk with an accuracy of +0.1 degree. Since the
inertia wheels are required to obtain suitable accuracy during attitude hold
and tracking maneuvers, a relatively small increase in the wheel size makes
them suitable for performing the offset maneuver. The end result is saving of
jet fuel that otherwise would be consumed.
The inertia wheels were resized based upon the disturbance torque model
generated for the preferred configurationS" The curves showing the disturbance
torques are shown in subsection 6.3. The curves were broken down into
their various components to simplify the analysis. The following values
(ib ft. ) were used:
Roll (antenna and feed)
Roll (solar paddles)
Yaw
Pitch
4 x 10 -5 + 4 x 10 -5 cos2w, t
O
4.3 x 10 -5 cos w t + 4.3 x 10 -5 cos 3w t
O O
-4.3 x 10 -5 sinw t + 4.3 x ]0 -5 sin 3w t
O O
-5 -5
15.9 x i0 sin Wot + 5.9 x i0 sin 3Wot
During holding at lor_:al vertical, the vehicle rates and accelerations are
held at zero so the external disturbance torques can be equated directed to the
wheel torques. Since roll and yaw are coupled by the orbital rate, Woe they
must be examined together. The equations are:
*Initial wheel design data are presented in Appendices C and D.
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M = H - w H
X X 0 Z
M = {I + w H
Z Z 0 X
The resulting solution for H
x
are:
H
X
H
Z
and H (ft._lb sec), the roll and yaw moment a, is:
z
Wot + (4.3 x 10-5)t- cos Wot + 0. 368 sin 2 Wot + 0. 148 sin 3Wot0. 514 sin
0.55 + 0.514 cos w t - (4.3 x 10-5)t sinw t + 0•184 cos 2w t - 0.148 cos
O O O
3w t
O
The -0.55 ft. lb sec on the yaw wheel is due to the steady state value of the
roll disturbance torque. The sinusoids (orbital, double and triple orbital
frequency) are the cyclic values which are to be stored by the wheels. The
remaining term, (4.3 x 10-5)t cos Wot, shows a steady increase in momentum
which must be removed by the jets.
The pitch wheel momentum is found by equating:
H = A sinw t +B sin3w t (A = 15.9 X 10 -5 B = 5.9X 10 -5 )
y o o
The cyclic component which the pitch wheel must store is:
Hy = 2.18 cos Wot - 0.27 cos 3Wot
The peak to peak values of momentum over one period is the + to- momentum which
must be stored in the wheels 3 In addition the transients due to maneuvers and
the offset momentum should be stored in the wheels to avoid use of the reaction
jets. The build up per orbit which must be removed by the roll and yaw
reaction jets is 3.7 ft. lb sec. This can be removed four times per orbit, twice
in yaw and twice in roll.
* This statement and the previous expression for wheel storage momentum
(Hy) are based upon the approach of unloading wheel momenta at relatively
high wheel speeds twice per orbit to remove momentum buildup effects.
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The momentum excursion characteristics (between + and - unload points) for
the wheels are tabulated below, together with the actual storage requirements"
Item
Cyclic (peak to peak)
Offset
Maneuver
Unload Increment
Contingency
Roll
1.72
1.90
1.90
0.48
ft. ib sec
Pitch
4.90
i. 08
1.50
0.52
!
Required Storage _ 3.0 4. 0
.....__?ne?y_....................i ...
Y a\v
1.08
i. i0 1
l
1.90
0.52
4. 6*
.......... !
.2.3
I I
* Between unload points at the + and - momentum storage maximums
In accordance with the wheel design procedure described in Appendix C, the wheel
moments of inertia are established so that the required momentum storage can be
achieved at a wheel speed (unload levei) of 1000 RPM. The associated roll,
pitch and yaw inertias (I) are 0.0286, 0. 0382, and 0.0220 slug-ft 2, respectively.
The estimated reaction wheel weights (W) are then calculated by
formula given in reference 12:
W (lbs) = 6. 3 + 170 I (slug-ft 2)
The estimated wheel weights are thereby determined as:
Roll 11.3; Pitch 12.9; Yaw 10.0; Total 34.2 pounds
an emperica]
The desired wheel torque is i0 ounce inches for each wheel. This is larger than
required for maneuvering; however, there is no weight change due to motor
size under 10 ounce inches. The 19 ounce inch (0. 052 ft-lb) torque is obtained at
zero wheel speed. Thus, when the jets are used to un]oad the wheels, the
Thee] deceleration torque will exce(,d the jet larque and allow the wheels to
maintain control of the vehicle.
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6.4. 4 Selected Torquer Configuration
The selected configuration is a combination of wheels and jet system. Appendix
6D presents the results of preliminary wheel/jet trade-off studies which support
this decision. Because of its proven design status, an ac wheel similar to that
built by the Bendix Corporation for OAO, OGO and Nimbus is considered. The
reaction jet system chosen is a hydrazine mono-propellant system.
The weight of a torquing system using only gas was investigated. It was assumed
that a minimum bit impulse can be achieved by use of the proper pulse logic.
It also was assumed that the disturbance torques will be large enough so that
the vehicle doesn't limit cycle between the deadband limits. No attempt is
made to assess the effect of noise on the narrow deadband in erroneous
firing of the jets. The momentum to maintain attitude in presence of the
disturbance torques for two years is:
Roll (cyclic) 2510 ft. ib sec
Pitch (cyclic) 7150
Yaw (cyclic) 1576
Roll (average) 2520
AV mis alignment 1500
Acquisition 1752
Maneuvers 300
TOTAL 17,308 ft. ib sec
With a 50 per cent contingency the total impulse is 25,962 ft. Ib sec (I0, 400
Ib sec). This results in a gas system weight of 120 pounds. The wheels and
jet system as configured for ATS-4 weighs 111.8 pounds, including the
inverter and wheel drive electronics.
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There is a small weight advantage for a wheels/gas torquer system over an
all-gas system. This weight advantage could be improved further if dc
brushless motors were used for in the inertia wheels. The ac wheel was
chosen because of its development and flight status. Also, the 50 per cent
gas contingency should be enlarged for the all-gas system to account for the
increased gas consumption caused by the noise with a narrow deadband.
Using a reaction wheel to store the momentum due to cyclic distur-
bances and maneuvers, the number of jet actuations is greatly reduced. Thus,
presently designed valves can meet the life and the reliability requirements for
a wheel/gas torquer subsystem whereas they would be questionable for an all-
gas torquer subsystem withils excessive number of requ_redvalve actuations.
These considerations, added to the primary one of the improved point-
ing accuracy of which it is capable, led to the choice of a combined wheels/
gas torquer subsystem for the ATS-4.
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COMPUTATION AND DATA HANDLING
6.5.1 On-Board Computation
On-board computation are required to generate the following commands and/or
bias signals:
• Figure 8 bias for horizon sensor
• Diurnal star motion for yaw gimbal control
• Components of orbital rate in body coordinates
for torquing the gyros
• Drift compensation signals for gyros
• Error correction signals for horizon sensor
6.5.2 Up-Data Commands
The commands required by the SCS are shown in Table 6-6. _
6.5.3 Down-Data Monitor
The signals to be telemetered to the ground for monitoring purposes are
shown in Table 6-7.
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Table 6-6. SCS Command Requirements
Functi(m Objective Type of Command Remarks
I
I
I, Spacccraft olitntation
2. Spacecraft orientation
3. Spacecraft orientation
4. Spacecraft orientation
5. Spacecraft orientation
_;. .qOaC+'c. aft orlcntation
• . Spactcraft orientation
H. _pacucraft ori_,ntation
9. Spac,'eraft orientation
I0, .\]od t COlll r¢)l
l i. Mode control
12. Mode control
13, Mr)d(+ control
14. Spacecraft maneuvt_r
l:,. Epacecraft mantuw.r
1+,. Spacecraft lllalleuvcr
17. Spacecraft n_ant,0v+..r
18. Excitation
19. Excttatir)n
20. E×citatton
21. Excitation
22, Redundant switchin_
23. Redundant s_itching
24. Redundant s,_itching
25. [{ ('d undant s,* it ching
26. Redundant s_ itching
ZT. )_edundant s_ituhing
dfl. I_edundant switching
!. Redundant switching
11). Redundant switching
_]. }{+ d_Hidatlt switching
_Y. 1t_ (ha+do)It ._witching
33. I_edttndant s_itchi)ig
34. Redtmdant sx_itching
35. lit dundant switching
i+J. f_dundant suitchtng
37. [_ cdundant switching
:_8. RcdutMant switching
3!). thdundant switchint4
40. |{ t dur,dant s_ itching
41. Ht:dundant S_ it(:iitng
42. Compensate gyro drift
4:L Compensate gyro drift
44. C,Jml)cnsat(: g) r',J drift
Acquire sun
Acquire earth
Pos. direction of Polaris search
Set S.T. roll gimbal position
Set S.T. ya_ gimbal position
Neg. direction of Polaris search
Set time of Polaris search
Pitch offset command (HS)
Roll offset command (I-IS)
llorizon sensor control
Monopulse control
Gyro control
Jets only
Positive roll rate command
Negative roll rate command
Positive pitch rate cornmand
Negative pitch rate command
Gyro power off
Gyro power on
Horizon sensor power off
Horizon sensor power on
Switch standby star tracker Scc. No. I
Switch standby
Switch standby
Switch standby
S_itch standby
Switch standby
Switch standby
star tracker Sec. No. 2
horizon sensor
sun sensors
roll wheel drive elect.
pitch wheel drive elect.
yaw wheel drive elect.
Switch standby inverter wheel drivc e lect.
Switch standby roll jet valves
Switch standby pitch jet valves
S_ itch standby yaw let valves
Switch standby controller Sec. No. I
S_xitch standby controller Sec. No. 2
Switch standby controller Sec. No. 3
Switch standby controller Sec. No. 4
Switch standby controller Sec. No. 5
Switch standby controller Sec. No. 6
Switch standby controller Sec. No. 7
Sx_ttch standby controller Sec. No. 8
Sx_itch standby controller Sec. No. 9
Drift trim roll gyro
Drift trim pitch gyro
Drift trim ya_ gyro
Pulse
Pulse
Pulse
Series of pulses
Series of pulses
Pulse
Series of pulses
12 bits
12 bits
Pulse
Pulse
Pulse
Pulse
Pulse
Pulse
Pulse
Pulse
Pulse
Pulse
Pulse
Pulse
Pulse
Pulse
Pulse
Pulse
Pulse
Pulse
Pulse
Pulse
Pulse
Pulse
Pulse
Pulse
Pulse
Pulse
Pulse
Pulse
Pulse
Pulse
Pulse
Pulse
8 bits
8 bits
8 bits
Despin is also accomplished
Roll rate i_ commanded
Number of pulses deternun(.
gimbal position
Number of pulses deternline
gimbal position
Antellna lllaneuvers, station kc'eptng
Station kcepmg
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SYSTEM OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION
6.6.1 Control Mode Operation
Ascent and Injection
After Centaur has reoriented the spacecraft to the inertial attitude required
for apogee thrusting, the vehicle is spun at about one rpm and the Centaur
stage is separated. At this time, spin-up jets on the payload are fired to
increase the spin rate to 60 rpm. This spin rate exists during the 15.75
hour coast and through injection at the second apogee. After injection, the
spacecraft is yo-yo despun, the spent injection engine is jettisoned, the
antenna petals are deployed, and the sun acquisition sequence begins. Pre-
liminary spin rate and control calculation are shown in Appendix 6E.
During the ascent phase, from Centaur separation through synchronous in-
jection, disturbances due to spin-up misalignments, gravity gradient, solar
pressure, and injection engine misalignments will exist. These disturbances
will produce coning and precession of the momentum vector requiring active
coning and nutation control.
To spin-up the spacecraft to 60 rpm about its body z-axis, two solid fuel
spin-up jets mounted on five foot momentum arms will be used. A total
of 377 lb-sec total impulse is required, which can be obtained from two
10 lb engines thrusting for 19 seconds. Using an I of 200 seconds, the
sp
two jets including fuel and nozzles will weigh 3.8 lbs.
During spin-up thrusting, 3a jet misalignments of 0.25 degree will produce
a 0.4 ft_ -lb disturbing torque. This will result in a coning half-angle of 0.2
degree.
At Centaur burnout, which is perigee of the transfer orbit, either a sunrise
or a sunset condition will exist. Depending on the time of year, a 20 to 30
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minute occult will occur. This occult will occur once if the transfer orbit
perigee occurs at a sunrise condition; but will occur twice if the transfer
orbit perigee occurs at a sunset condition.
Body attitude reference will be determined in a manner similar to that used
by Hughes for the Early Bird satellite. A sun sensor will be mounted on the
body and aligned prior to launch to the body-to-sunline angle desired at apogee
injection and throughout the transfer ellipse. As the vehicle rotates, the sun
sensor will prescribe a cone in space. With each rotation, the cone will
intersect the sunline providing one axis reference; however', since the sun
may be anywhere on the sun sensor cone, a means of determining the other
axis orientation is required. This is accomplished by telemetry polarization
information received at the controlling ground station. Body attitude infor-
mation is then determined on the ground, and attitude commands are sent to
the spacecraft via a data link. By this means, body axis orientation relative
to the desired inertial orientation is known, allowing spin precession
control. :_ During occulted phases, however, there is a loss of solar reference
for 20 to 30 minutes.
The resulting drift in yaw during this phase, is within the limits of solar.
reacquisition.
During the coast phase, the primary disturbance forces resulting in vehicle
coning and spin axis precession are gravity gradient, aerodynamic (near
perigee), and jet thrust misa!ignments. Solar pressure torques are con-
sidered negligible in this phase of the mission, being on the order of 1 x 10 -7
ibf/ft 2 whereas aerodynamic pressure is about 1 x 10 -5 _Ibf/ft 2 at I00 nautical
miles, decreasing to 1 x 10 -7 ibf/ft 2 at about 300 nautical miles. Gravity
* Coning and nutation control is provided by the lateral rate damping
loop subsequently described.
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gradient torques are a function of vehicle attitude and inertia configuration.
The peak gravity gradient torque imposed on the vehicle occurs when the
vehicle spin axis is 45 degrees from local vertical on either side of the
perigee crossing. The torque is given as follows:
T - 23 (t0o)2 (Iy - I z) sin 20
T
T
T
= (1.5) (1.5 x 10-3) 2 (1140 - 303) (sin 90 degrees)
= (1.5) (2.25 x 10 -6) (837) (1)
= 2.8 x 10 -3 ft. lbs
Also, in the vicinity of the perigee crossing, the aerodynamic torque could
be as high as 0.5 x 10 -3 ft. lbs based on a 10-foot diameter cylinder and an
estimated 0.5 foot center-of-pressure moment arm from the c. g.
These gravity gradient and aerodynamic external torques will produce spin-
axis precession and also body coning. A rigid rotating body with spin velocity W
about either a maximum or a minimum axis of inertia, will maintain its
orientation in inertial space in the absence of external moments or forces.
If the total angular momentum vector H S initially coincides with the spin
axis, and then an impulse angular momentum H13 is added normal to the
spin axis, the body spin axis will assume a new inertial position (precess)
and then nutate about the new total angular momentum vector, at a frequency
w S IS]I T. Also, a cone angle will exist whose half-cone amplitude is given as
O, =
IS wS
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where
IT
I S
_S
%
H
= Inertia, transverse axis (1140 slugs-ft 2)
= Inertia, spin axis (303 slugs-ft 2)
body spin rate, 60 rpm
imposed rate about normal axis
H
=____
I T
Imposed normal angular momentum
If it were conservatively assumed that gravity gradient torque produced
a 2.8 x 10 -3 foot-lb disturbance throughout the 16 hour coast period, the
total spin axis precession would not exceed one degree.
(2.8 x 10 -3 ) (3600) (16) _.
ep = (303) (60) (20) 1 degree
To balance this torque, a control impulse at a five foot moment arm is
(2.8 x 10 -3 ) (3600) (16)
Impulse - 5 = 32 lb-sec
During synchronous injection thrusting, the thrust misalignment angle will
be 0.25 degrees acting at a five foot moment arm at the nozzle throat of the
9000 Ib engine. This results in a body oriented torque.
Torque = (9000) (0.004) (5) = 180 ft-lbs
This will result in a half cone angle of 0.05 degree at a spin rate of 60 rpm.
Therefore, the use of 60 rpm spin rate results in a stable configuration
with a minimum of control impulse needed to preserve the inertial orientation
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after Centaur separation (control spin axis orientation during vehicle spin-up
and damp out any coning or spin axis precession due to imposed disturbance
torques). The total impulse for a single jet control system is summarized
as follows:
Centaur separation rate (1.8°]sec pitch)
Centaur separation rates (0.4 °/sec yaw)
Spin-up jet misalignment
Disturbance torques during coast phase
Synchronous injection thrust misalignments
Impulse subtotal
Assumed i00 per cent contingency
Total impulse
35 lb-sec
8 lb-sec
5 lb-sec
34 lb-sec
1 lb-sec
83 lb-sec
83 lb-sec
166 lb-sec
Using a cold gas reaction jet system with an I of 60 seconds, results in
sp
a gas weight of 2.8 lbs for a total jet system weight of 6.3 lbs (assuming a
tank and plumbing factor of 125). This could be accomplished with a 0.5
lb engine at a moment arm of five feet with !00 ms pulses.
After injection, the vehicle is despun by yo-yo's, consisting of two masses
on the ends of two wires. Despin can be accomplished with 2. 6 pounds of
weight and wrapping the wires twice around the vehicle. The wire tension
will be 126 pounds. Despin is initiated by firing a pyrotechnic squib on
command. After despin, the yo-yo's are released by self-releasing latches.
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The ascent and injection control system will employ the gyro reference unit
and a portion of the SCS controller for control electronics and jet drive logic.
The remainder of the systemwill be housed in the injection engine adaptor
and will be jettisoned with the injection engine. The weight for that portion
of the system which will not remain with the operational spacecraft is as
follows:
Spin-up jets .............. 3. 8 pounds
Control jets .............. 6.3
Sun sensor ............... 1. 5
Despin yo-yo's ............ 2. 6
Cabling and connectors ....... 1.0
Total Weight 15. 2 pounds
Rate Arrest and Acquisition
This section describes a sequence of maneuvers to establish acquisition of
the space reference coordinates. The maneuver sequence considered is sun-
earth-polaris. This sequence of maneuvers is described as follows:
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The IRP senses angular rates around the spacecraft x, y,
and z axes and develops proportional signals. This signal is
then used to command the reaction jet thrust in the proper direction
and arrest the spacecraft motion.
The sun sensor torques the IRP to drive the vehicle at the proper
rate toward the sun. The x axis is oriented toward the sun at
the completion of this maneuver.
At a pre-determined time of day, the vehicle is rolled about
the x axis (sunline) allowing the earth to be acquired by the
horizon sensor. Having acquired the earth, pitch and roll
control is transferred to the horizon sensor leaving yaw con-
trol on the gyro.
Based on the ephermeris data, a yaw maneuver is commanded
through the IRP by torquing the yaw gyro at a fixed rate for a
specified period of time. This maneuver will cause Polaris
to be directly in the field of view of the Polaris star tracker
{PST), and yaw control will be transferred from the yaw gyro
to the PST.
Attitude Maneuvers
The attitude maneuvers required of the SCS include:
Offset pointing
Satellite tracking
Antenna pattern study
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Offset Pointing -- The ATS-4 satellite will be required to point its antenna
toward selected earth-based locations on the visible hemisphere for extended
periods of time.
Offset point can be accomplished by commanding the required offset angles
through the horizon sensor, or by torquing the gyros. Since the gyros will
be de-energized for the major part of the mission, the usual mode will be
the horizon sensor. While at an offset point, the monopulse can supply the
error signals to control pitch and roll. The yaw axis will continue to be
controlled by the star tracker. If it is expected to remain at the offset
point for an extended period, the horizon sensor may be deenergized.
Maneuvering to an offset point will be made at a commanded rate of 1 degree per
minute. The wheels have sufficient momentum storage to perform this
maneuver.
Satellite Tracking -- Satellite tracking is a special case of offset pointing,
however it has several added system requirements. The antenna must be
pointed to the edge of the earth disc (up to 9.0 degrees in pitch and roll)
where it is to acquire a close-earth orbiting satellite. Pitch and roll con-
trol is then switched from the horizon scanner to the antenna. The vehicle
then is commanded to track the satellite across the full earth disc (17 degrees)
via signals from the antenna. This maneuver will be made using wheels.
The vehicle must follow a varying tracking rate which the wheels will be able
to follow smoothly. The maximum acce!e!eration required to follow the
satellite is 14.8 x 10 -6 degrees/sec 2 which is we!! within the wheel capability
even near unload speed.
Antenna Pattern Maneuvers -- The antenna pattern maneuver is performed to
measure the antenna pattern over various angular displacements for the different
transmission frequencies. The maneuver consists of a rotation first in one
direction to the desired positive angles then a rotation in the opposite direction
to the desired negative angles and then back to zero°
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Two of the pattern maneuvers require rotation of ±15 degrees at 1 degree]
minute and ±5 degrees at 4 degrees/minute. These maneuvers are to be made
using the inertia wheels. The wheels have been sized to allow maneuvers of
1 degree/minute in addition to the storing of the cyclic momentum. The 4
degrees/minute maneuver can also be made on the wheels without activating
the jets; however, this will require monitoring wheel speed before making
the maneuver. The direction of the maneuver can then be chosen to reduce
the wheel momentum, and, thus, avoid firing of the jets.
In a pulse torque rebalance gyro system each pulse is an increment of
attitude; so, gyro pulse history will be recorded to provide the attitude of
the vehicle. The attitude-rate trajectory for the +5 degree maneuver is
shown in the following sketch:
Rate
' t 4°/Min. t2
-= 1. 6° L= 1.8 = _!1. 6_ 4-- Altitude
t 3
_ 5° + 5°
I'
!
!
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At to the command is initiated. The vehicle is accelerated until tl, when
the desired rate is achieved. A constant rate is maintained until t2
when the vehicle is decelerated. Application of torque continues until at
t3 the reverse rate is achieved. Because of the acceleration periods, the
time to complete the above maneuver for the roll axis is 7.4 minutes.
Gyro drift for 0.1 degree/hr gyro will be less than 0. 0123 degrees for
this period.
The time for the ±15 degree maneuver is 60.6 minutes. Gyro drift during
this time is slightly over 0.1 degree.
The pitch axis maneuvers will require slightly less time because the pitch
inertia is lower, resulting in a higher acceleration capability.
Station Keeping Mode
East-west stationkeeping must be performed at regular intervals to maintain
the longitudina] location of the satellite. North-south stationkeeping must
be performed to control the inclination error. East-west stationkeeping is
performed by use of an engine on the x axis_ North-south stationkeeping is
performed by use of an engine on the y axis. Vehicle center of gravity mis-
alignment with the thrust axis creates a torque on the vehicle. The SCS
must control attitude in presence of these disturbance torques. These torques
are estimated to be 0.05 pounds.
The reaction jet system will be used in this mode to maintain attitude.
The acquisition logic with deadbands of 0.1 to 0.2 degrees will be used for
controlling attitude from the horizon sensor and the star tracker. Attitude
excursions as large as 0.5 degree are expected during stationkeeping;
however, this will not significantly affect the thrust axis impulse°
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6.6.2 System Block Diagram
Ascent Control System
The block diagram for the ascent control mode is shown in Figure 6-14.
The logic for the ascent mode will be contained in the SCS controller. During
launch and injection only that part of the controller will be energized.
The required rate information will be obtained from the gyro reference unit
which is part of the SCS.
The telemetered data provides the error signal to control the pitch attitude
of the vehicle, and the sun sensor provides the control signal for the yaw
attitude.
Operational Spacecraft Control System
The SCS Block Diagram is shown in Figure 6-i 5. A short description
of the blocks on the diagram is given below.
The command data input is the link by which commands are introduced into the
attitude control system to select modes and offset points.
The oulputs of the X-Band monopulse provide the roll and pitch error signals
to hold attitude at an offset point. This would also be the input channel if
the vehicle were tracking a cooperative satellite.
The Polaris star tracker provides the yaw error information, and also a star
presence signal which indicates that a star of the proper magnitude is
in the field of view. The roll gimbal drive electronic resets the field of view
to keep the star in view, when commanding antenna maneuvers or holding at
offset points. The yaw gimbal drive resets the yaw axis null to account for
the apparent diurnal motion of Polaris.
I GYRO ,I
SUN
SENSOR
TM
POLARIZATION
DATA
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Figure 6-14. Block Diagram - Ascent Control
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The horizon scanner provides a pitch and roll error signal to stabilize the
vehicle at local vertical or at the offset points. A sun presence signal is
generated whenever the sun is in the horizon sensor field-of-view. The pitch
and roll offset commands are provided for pointing off of the local vertical.
The sun sensors provide the error signals to drive the vehicle x axis toward
the sun for the first step of the acquisition sequence.
I
!
I
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The gyro reference unit provides the pitch, roll and yaw attitude and rate
signals in form of pulses. Each pulse is an increment of attitude, and the
pulse frequency is a measure of the body rate. The pitch, roll and yaw
commands are those required to torque the gyros to establish the various
maneuver rates, to compensate for gyro drift, or to compensate for' various
components of orbital rate.
I
I
II
The SCS contains the necessary logic, compe_nsations and computations to accept
signals from the sensors and drive the torquers accordingly. The unit stores
the compensation or calibration signals needed for the gyros, horizon scanner,
and star tracker. The SCS also contains logic needed for the ascent mode.
All of the switching of redundant units is accomplished within this unit.
The drive electronics contains those power electronics needed for running
the wheels. The unload electronics takes the wheel tachometer signal
and fires the reaction jet whenever the wheel momentum unload level is exceeded.
The unload electronics also serve as a jet driver for the other modes where
the wheels are not used.
The jets and the wheels are the torque producers and are used depending
upon the mode of control as commanded by the controller.
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6.6.3 Sensor Update
Because of the accuracy required for the ATS-4 mission, calibration of the
sensors may be required to achieve the accuracy, or may be desirable to
check the performance of the sensor. These sensors include the following:
• Gyro
• Horizon Sensor
• Star Tracker
All of these sensors can be monitored while the control system is being driven
by the monopulse system at an offset point. The time histpry of the gyro drift,
horizon sensor and star tracker outputs can be obtained. It is proposed to
store the values obtained in the computer memory. Then, when ever the
signals from these sensors are used, the computer will not only process the
command, but will incorporate the proper correction signal in the computation.
I
I
I
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SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
6.7. i Pointing Accuracy
An allocation of errors for the various error sources was made. The error
budgets are tabulated in Table 6-8 for roll and pitch and in Table 6-9 for the
yaw axis. An analysis was made to allocate the error among the possible
sources within the sensors; offset pointing using either the horizon scanner or
the monopulse error signals is considered.
Error sources which may need some explanation are discussed below. The
errors associated with the electronics are considered to be noise, null offsets
and drifts. The alignment error is the misalignment of the optical axis with
the mounting surfaces of the unit. The temperature allocation is the effect
of temperature variation on both the electronics and the mechanical align-
ment. The long term variation due to degradation over the life of the unit
is listed under life.
It is assumed that commands to go to offset points will be digital; thus,
the number of bits in the command will determine how close the vehicle can
be pointed to a particular point. Ten bits (including a sign bit) are sufficient
to provide this command resolution.
The error contributed by the wheel drive amplifier is a null offset. The
unload error is that required to command a wheel torque to balance the jet
torque while unloading.
The yaw coupled error is an error resulting in one axis with an offset angle
in the other axis. It is a function of the magnitude of the offset angle and
the yaw error. For pointing at the center of the earth this error is zero
in the roll and pitch axes. A yaw error of 0.2 degrees was allowed, since
there appears to be no difficulty in achieving this accuracy with present
state-of-the-art equipment.
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Roll-Pitch Pointing Error (Degrees)
(Maximum 3-0"Value)
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
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Error Contributor
Horiz on Scanner
Electronics
Alignment
Temperature
Life
Horiz on Definition
Command Resolution
Computer
Wheel Drive Electronics
Unload Error
Yaw Coupled Error
Antenna Signal
Other
RSS Value (three sigma)
Horizon
Scanner
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.01
O. 01
0.01
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.0916
Antenna Monopulse
Arriving at
Offset
0.03
0.04
0.06
0.03
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.03
0.04
0.03
0._
0.144
Holding at
Offset
0.01
0.03
0.04
0. 003
0. 052
1
I
I
I
I
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Table 6-9. Yaw Pointing Error
(Maximum 3-_ Value)
Error Contributor Error - Degrees
Star Tracker
Electronics
Alignment
Temperature
Life
Computer
Resolution (gimbal)
Wheel Drive Electronics
Unload Error
Other
RSS Value (three sigma)
0.1
0.05
0.1
0.1
0.02
0.02
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.2
All of the errors are assumed to be Gaussian and the 3- _ value is given.
Some of the errors could be predicted or measured; thus, they could be
eliminated from the total pointing error by modifying the point offset
commands. It is noted that when the antenna rnonopulse error signals
are used to control offset pointing, many error sources are eliminated.
The increased value for the "other" error source in arriving at the off-
set point for the chosen ground station is caused by command angle
inaccuracies not included in the other pointing modes.
The error budget also assumes that the yaw gimbal (for follow ng diurnal
motion of Polaris) is repositioned as a function of the pitch offset angle.
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6.7.2 Acquisition
Phase plane plots were constructed showing acquisition of the references from
the specified search rates. A lead-lag compensation of 10S + 1S + 1 was used.
Deadbands of +0.1 degrees were used for pitch and roll. A deadband of +0.2
degrees was used for yaw. It was also assumed that the acquisition maneuver
was performed using jets only. With the wheels operating in parallel,
acquisition can be accomplished in a shorter time and with less gas. The
phase plane plots are shown in Figures 6-16, 6-17, 6-18, and 6-19.
6.7.3 Control System Dynamics
Wheel Control
The control system for pointing and maneuvering the vehicle is shown simply
in the following block diagram:
_Sensor _ Compensation&
V
Inertia
Wheel Vehicle
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The sensor in the pitch and roll axis is the horizon sensor and in the yaw
axis is the star tracker. The compensation is a lead-lag network to provide
the required phase lead.
I
Open loop Bode plots were made for the three axes to establish the com-
pensation required. The gain was set at 120 ft ib/rad. This value of gain
allows the SCS to maintain the attitude error within the accuracy require-
ments while unloading the wheels with the jets. The Bode plots are shown
in Figures 6-20, 6-21, and 6-22. The transfer function used for the
1
sensor is 0.4_ + 1" The transfer functions for the inertia wheels are:
58SRoll 58S + 1
77S
Pitch
77S+ 1
55S
Yaw 55S + i
The transfer functions of the compensation networks are shown on the
graphs. The open loop Bode plots show that adequate phase and gain margins exist
for the rigid body.
To assess the effects of the flexible antenna and solar paddle structure on the pitch
and roll loops, a simple model was constructed for computer simulation. * The
model consists of the antenna and paddle inertia coupled through a spring (K s ) and
_dscous (F ) restraint to the module which houses the SCS. The block diagram
m
of _his model is shown in Figure 6-23. The transfer function of the overall
body is given by:
• These loops would be most affected by dynamic structural coupling
effects, since the associated structural mode frequencies are lower.
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K
+ s$2+ S +T--
0M a a
TC S 2 + IM x S + IM xIM $2 I M + I a I M + I a K
a
_ K
To evaluate the transfer function, ia is considered to equal 2 _ wn and Ia
2
equal Wn " The first bending mode frequency is considered to be _0n and the
damping is considered to be {.
The complete transfer function was derived and used in a digital computer
program to generate the closed loop frequency response, i.e., @/@c (jw).
The rigid body responses for the roll and pitch axes are shown in Figures
6-24, 6-25, 6-26, and 6-27. The responses with the flexible effects
are shown in Figures 6-28, 6-29, 6-30, and 6-31 using a damping
ratio of 0.01. Figures 6-32, 6-33, 6-34, and 6-35 show the response
with a damping ratio of 0.005.
The natural frequency of the roll and pitch axes is 0.46 radians/sec and 0.67
radians]sec respectively. In comparing the rigid versus the flexible responses
there is little difference in the response below four radians]second. Likewise,
there is an insignificant difference in control system response for the different
structural damping in the frequency range of concern. The high frequency reson-
ance effects are not critical stability wise.
There is more than three octaves separation between the control system
frequency and the first structural mode. With this degree of separation,
no control problems are anticipated. Should structural frequencies become
lower, the gain of the pitch and roll axes could be decreased. With a lower
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gain the attitude error during unloading of the wheels would exceed the
accuracy requirements. However, unloading will ordinarily occur four
times per day for about 12 seconds for each unload period. Exceeding
the attitude accuracy for these short intervals should not be objec:tionable.
Also additional or more optimum compensation can be used to reduce the
amount of coupling.
The yaw axis was not simulated since there are no maneuvering require-
ments for yaw. Further, the gain can be reduced in yaw considerably without
affecting the system performance, and the structural mode frequencies
are higher.
Jet Control
During the station-keeping mode, the firing of the AV engine can cause
misalignment torques of 0.05 ft. lbs. To counteract this torque the reaction
jets will be thrusting. With a control torque of 0.075 ft. lbs the torque versus
time on the vehicle could look as follows:
0.05 ft lb
TIME
t°ff 7 _ t°n 7
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If the ton + toff equals some multiple of the period of the bending mode, a
possibility of exciting the structure exists. It is not likely that toff will
settle to a constant value due to the number of variables in the control
system and the value of the disturbance torque itself. To protect against
this possibility the time between consecutive pulses could be monitored by the
Computer. Iftwo consecutive times were the same, the logic could command a
momentary pulse during the offtime. This would perturb the limit cycle and
change the overallperiod length. Once this happens a series of pulses would
occur before the system would settle down to a constant period. At this
time, another perturbing pulse could be commanded.
A phase plane plot is shown in Figure 6-36, of attitude during a AV
maneuver with a misalignment of 0.05 ft. lbs. In this example, five on
times were required before the system settled down to a sequence of equal
pulses. The time involved is approximately 16 minutes. With the longest &V
thrusting time of 48 minutes, only several perturbing pulses need be
applied.
6.7.4 Reliability
The reliability goal for the SCS is 0.9. A reliability block diagram is shown
in Figure 6-37, incorporating the required redundancy to meet this goal.
To meet the overall system reliability requirements, the star tracker is
divided into two parts, power supply and signal electronics. Standby redun-
dancy is provided for each section. The quoted failure rate is 0. 649 per
cent per i000 hours. The tracker is divided into sections with failure rates
of 0. 337 and 0. 312. The resultant reliability for a two-year period is 0. 997.
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Figur(' 6-36.
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Since the horizon scanner is not required to operate at all times, it can be
de-energized• The total operating time is considered to be 1/2 of the total
mission. The non-redundant reliability for one year is quoted as .91478 so
standby redundancy is employed, resulting in .9928 for the horizon scanner.
The Acquisition Sun Sensors are simple photo cells with required electronics
to complete the interface with the SCS controller. The sensors and electron-
ics are switched as a block to the standby redundant sensors and electronics
to provide a reliability of.9975 for atwo-year period. A failure rate of
•4 percent per i000 hours was used for the sensors and electronics. The
sensors are considered to be in use for the entire mission. The sensors are
photo voltaic devices which require no power, consequently, cannot be de-
energized. Also reverting automatically to sun oriented control in event of
a malfunction is desirable and is the first step in the reacquisition sequence.
The gyros will be de-energized for most of the two-year period. An operating
time of 500 hours was assumed. With a failure rate of I. 96 percent per i000
hours, the reliability is . 9934. Thus, redundancy was not provided for the
gyros.
The inertia Wheels are not redundant. They are ac powered similar to wheels
developed for the NIMBUS, ADVENT, OAO and OGO satellites. These wheels
have passed accelerated life tests to meet a three-year life requirement. A
reliability of . 999 is quoted for a wheel with a resultant of . 997 for the three
wheels.
The wheel drive electronics consists of the power transistors necessary to
drive the wheels. Also included in this block for purposes of staildby redun-
aancy is the wheel unload electronics. A failure rate of. 4 percent per I000
hours is used for each axis. Providing standby redundancy in each axis
results in a reliability of . 9925.
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Since the jets are being used primarily to unload the wheels, the firing time
will be relatively long (compared to limit cycle control). With wheels as the
prime means of control, the number of jet actuations will be much less. To
achieve a reliability of. 9796, standby redundant jet valves are provided.
The SCS Controller is broken up into nine sections with standby redundancy
provided for each section. With a failure rate of. 6 percent per I00 hours
for each section the reliability is .9515 for two years.
The inverter is a solid state unit providing 400 cps power for driving the
inertia wheels. Interlocks will be provided to prohibit more than one wheel
from being unloaded at a time and overloading the inverter. A redundant
standby inverter is required to achieve the reliability of. 9975, The failure
rate used for an inverter is . 4 percent per 1000 hours.
A total system reliability of. 902 is achieved with the above configuration.
No attempt has been made at this time to determine reliability based on use
of alternate modes. The horizon scanner can be considered a backup to the
monopulse signal and the gyros for going to and holding an offset point. Other
alternate modes such as wheels backing up the reaction jets or vice versa
may also be deserving of consideration.
A tabulation of the reliability for each component is summarized in Table 6-10.
!
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Table 6-10.
%ystem Component
System Reliability
Number Operating
of Units Time (hours) Reliability
Polaris Star" Tracker
2-Axis Horizon
Scanner (ginlballed)
Acquisition Sun
Sensors
3-Axis Gyro Package
Inertia Wheels
Wheel Drive Electronics
F%eaction ,Jet SuDsyste m
5CA Control i_ r
[nvc,rter
2 (1 Stby)
2 (1 Stby)
2 (i Stby)
3
6 (3 Stby)
i (Jets Stby)
2 (i Stby)
2 (1Stby)
17, 520
8, 760
1 7, 520
500
17, 520
17, 520
17, 520
17, 520
17, 520
• 997
• 9928
• 9975
• 9934
• 997
• 9925
• 9796
• 9515
• 9975
System Rel.
• 902
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SYSTEM PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
The weight, volume and power characteristics of the SCS are shown in Table 6-11
Table 6-11. SCS PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTS
SCS Components
Weight
(pounds)
Polaris Star Tracker
Two-axis Horizon Scanner
(electronic gimballed}
Acquisition Sun Sensors
Three-axis Gyro Reference
Inertia Wheels
(Roll, Pitch, Yaw)
Wheel Drive Electronics
Reaction Jet Subsystem
SCS Controller
Inverter
Totals
Power - (watts)
Peak . Average
ZO
18
3
10
34. Z
5
54
30
18.6
19Z.8
ZO
6
D
30
60
12
20
30
ZO
198
4
3
m
ZO
Zl
4.5
0.5
30
5
88.0
Volum
(CU. in. )
I000
500
28
300
1060
140
2800
860
520
7Z08
!
!
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APPENDICES
In the early conceptual phases of this study, numerous alternate vehicle
and control concepts were considered. To permit a final configuration
selection, preliminary systems analyses of the alternate concepts was
performed. This preliminary data, which was used in the initial trade-
off studies, provides much of the generic background which lead to the
recommended system. However, the data was generated to indicate relative
magnitudes of quantities for trade-off purposes and hence simplifying
assumptions were permitted. The analyses were rerun in considerably
more detail for the recommended configuration.
The preliminary configuration data used in the initial trade-off studies is
presented in these Appendices to provide the background data on each of the
alternate configurations considered in the study.
It i_ noted that rotating sub-oriented solar paddles were assumed for
configuration #i to #14; while fixed solar paddles were studied for the
final configurations #17 and #18.
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APPENDIX 6A
PRELIMINARY CONTROL TORQUE AND _'IPULSE REQUIREMENTS
6A-2
Control Impulse
Initial control impulse requirements for four alternate vehicles with
either a wire mesh or solid surface antenna configuration was computed
to illustrate the relative impulse requirements for each configuration.
These initial calculations were performed assuming a pure jet control
system. The control impulse requirements shovm in Table 6A-I are based
upon a preliminary disturbance tc_'que model, limit cycle operation, initial
orientationj _offset pointing maneuvers and station keeping. These cal-
culations assume a two-year mission and that all control impulse is provided
by a mass expulsion system actin_ at selected moment arm_ for each candidate
configuration.
In Table 6A.°I the estimates for the required impulse for maneuvering and
maintaining the limit cycle are based on the following assumptions:
I)_ It was assumed that the limit cycle deadband was 0.02 degrees
wide in roll and pitch and 0.i degree in yaw.
2) It was assumed thaC the jets were sized and operated so as to cause
_u _ng_lar velocity in roll and pi_ch equal to the velocity in roll
and pitch equal to the velocity that would result if the estimated
disturbance torque acted during one pass through the deadband.
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6A.-3
3) The limit cycle rate in yaw was assumed to be l_/hr.
4) It was assumed %hat.stationkeeping required 3-90 ° maneuvers.
This is required if the stationkeeping engine is located along the body
z-axis, requiring 90° reorientiation to permit an appropriate station-
keeping impulse.
5) It was assumed that offset pointing was required i00 times during
the mission of two years and that the pointing was at the edge of
the earth's disk. Also it _;as assumed that the offset pointing
maneuver was done with rates of l°/min in both pitch and roll.
6) Also it was assumed that the satellite would be required to tr_ck
another satellite across the earth's disk i00 times during the two-
year mission. "'I_ was assumed the tracking rate would be 0.123 x
10-3 rad/sec.
In this phase of the study, several alternate vehicle configurations are
being'con_dered. To assist in this u_si_71 and selection, control impulse
data is provided which parametrically relates the impulse per axis per year
to the mission and vehicle configuration variables.
The control impulse required to perform a limit cycle operation in an
undisturbed condition for a period of one year is shown in Figure 6A-I.
Impulse/axis/year = 2tl_ 2
I0
where:
t = 31.5 x 106 seconds per year
i
6A-h
I = Inertia, s].ai;_;--ft?
1 = moment arm, feet
@ = limit cycle attitude rate, rad/sec
Q = deadband full width, rad
For these calculations_ I/l was assumed to be 1 x lO -3 and the impulse is
derived for varying li_it cycle rates and deadband widths . A ch_ge in
%
I/l would result in a proportionate change in the impulse required°.
Figure 6A-2 illustrates the impulse required per axis per year to balance
a steady state disturbance torque for various control moment arms. The
steady state disturbance torque is defined as the average torque over a
period of time which has the same integrated area as the calculated dis-
%urbance toque model, The impulse equation is as follows:
Impulse/axis/year = tT
1
•&ere.
T = steady state disturbance torque
To determine the control impulse required to perform close-earth satellite
tracking and offset pointing maneuvers, several assumptions are made. A
complete tracking maneuver _dll require slewing in both pitch and roll
from the vertical to the horizon (8.5°), then across the full earth disk
(17 °) and then back to local vertical. This will require six pulses of
the jets to impart the necessary angular rate in each axis. Offset pointing
will require a total of four pulses per cycle. The time between pulses
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will vary, depending upon the actual angle to be slewed in each axis.
For simplicity it is assumed that the tracking rate is a constant and 30
minutes is allowed for the 17 ° maneuver (34°/hr.). Also it is assumed
that this asme rate is sufficient for the initial maneuvers to the edge of the
disk. To impart the required rate, the impulse in each pulse is given by:
@
Impulse per pulse = @I
1
For the tracking maneuver, six pulses are needed. Hence the total impulse
per axis per year (shown in Figure 6A-3) is the product of the impulse
per pulse times six pulses times the number of_ maneuvers per year.
Impulse/axis/year = 6N@I
n
i
The impulse required for offset pointing maneuvers can be obtained by
reducing the data shown in Figure 6A-3 by a factor of 2/3.
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A PPE_rDIX 6B
PRELIMINARY REACTION JET CONSIDERATIONS
6Bn2
Reaction Control Jets
To initiate a preliminary reaction jet trade-off study, a set of preliminary
bounds were placed on the control system requirements. These bounds were
based upon the impulse requirements for the four initial vehicle configurations
discussed in Appendix 6A and assumed a pure jet control system.
This discussion presents the results of a preliminary study of candidate mass
expulsion torquing systems as applicable to the ATS-h mission. Cold gas,
hydrazine_ hypergalic, subliming solid and heated ammonia systems are evaluated
and their definitive trade-off parameters determined.
For this reaction jeg system trade-off study the following ground rules are
assumed:
I
I
I
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Minumum Impluse Bit
Total Impulse Range*
Thrust Level
Rise-Decay Time
Pulse Repeatibility
Limit Cycle Duty Cycle
System Weight (Max)
System Vo!,_e
Power Limit
_001 lbf-sec
h000-32000 lbf-sec
0.I-I.0 Ibf
Assumed Not Critical
Within _% After 2 Years
10-25ms On-TimeEvery 300-700 sec.
125 ibs
Assumed Not Critical
20 Watts
6B-3
Syst?m Life*
System Reliability
Up to 500,000 Pulses Per Axis
•99 For 2 Years
From Figures 6B-I and 6B-2 (Reference I), it is apparent that for the thrust
0
levels, duty cycle and total impluse range contemplated, the following systems
are worthy of investigation:
Io
2.
3.
2.
5.
6.
7.
8.
Subliming Solids
Vaporizing Liquids
Electro-chemical
Cap Pistol
Cold Gas
Liquid Bipropellants
Monopropellant Plenum
Liquid Monopropellant
The subliming solids, vaporizing liquids and the electro-chemical systems may
be eliminsted from consideration because of the very high power requiremen%s,
ranging from 1,000 to 15_OOO watts for each pound of thrust generated (Reference
1 and 2). The applicable thrust range for electro-chemical systems is from
1 x 10-5 to .I ibf. The OE resistance jet thruster which is in the electro-
The rang_ of total impulse and pulse lifetime required is dependent upon
whether reaction wheels are used to balance the disturbance torques and
remove the limit cycle operation.
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chemical category, has a power requirement of _ 1300 watts/Ib of thrust
generated for a single jet, and _ 450 watts/lb of thrust generated for a
cluster of five jets. The thrust range for this resistance jet is currently
.015 to .05 Ibf. The specific impulse varies from 150 to 250 lbf-sec/lb m
depending upon chamber pressure and gas temperature (Reference 3).
The cap pistol which is still under development, can provide 200 lbf-sec/lb m
and repeatible impulse bits, but the disadvantages of its mechanical complexity
and low volumetric efficiency for cap storage are too excessive to permit
further consideration for ATS-4.
The cold gas systems which meet the thrust level and duty cycle requirements
do not meet the maximum weight requirement of 125 pounds. Figure 6B-3 shows
estimated system weight as a function of total impulse for the Freon 14 and
nitrogen cold gas systems.
From Figure 6B-2, it appears that liquid bipropellants could be applicable
from the duty cycle and thrust level considerations. Unfortunately, for short
pulse widths (10-5Oms) propellant utilization is quite poor due to mixing
problems in the chamber. This eliminates any weight advantage that the
system may have had over a liquid monopropellant system. Also, the mixing
problem causes poor pulse repeatibility for short pulse widths. Also, from
a reliability standpoint, the bipropellant system is not as good as the
monopropellant system. A relative indication is given in Figure 6B-4
(Reference 4).
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Monopropellant hydrazine reaction jet systems can be divided into two categories:
a) Monopropellant Plenum and b) Liquid Monopropellant.
The monopropellant plenum reaction jet system shown schematically in Figure
6B-5 looks quite attractive from the duty cycle, thrust level, total impulse,
and impulse bit reproducibility aspects. Compared with a liquid monopropellant
system, the major advantages are rapid response time (_lOms from signal to
90% thrust) and lower thrust levels (to I x lO-31bf) while the chief dis-
advantages are additional weight as seen from Figure 6B-3, and the require-
ment of some form of thermal control for the plenum chamber. Since response
time is assumed not to be critical for the ATS-4 application, it is recommended
that this system be considered further only if; (1) the thrust requirements
drop below .05 lbf, (2) response time requirements are in the 5 to 15 ms range,
and (3) the total impulse needed is less than 7,000 lbf-sec. However, if the
rise time becomes less critical and the minimum pulse width increases, as
would be the case for a wheel unloading made, the liquid direct feed hydrazine
monopropellant would be most attractive.
The liquid monopropellant system shown schematically in Figure 6B-6 is quite
attractive from the thrust level and total impulse considerations, but is slightly
less attractive from the duty cycle aspect. It is currently estimated that
this system could supply a total impulse of lO,O00 lb-sec and still be within
the maximum weight limitation of 125 lb. When the system is compared with the
monopropellant plenum system, it offers a weight advantage as mentioned
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Figure 6B-6. Liquid Hydrazine System Schematic
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previously and the possibility of a slight improvement in reliability.
In view of reliability improvement, a modification could be made to the
system which would prevent propellant depletion due to sudden leakage across
reaction jet solenoid valves in the event of a valve failure during the
mission. This could be accomplished by installing normally-open explosively-
actuated valves in series upstream of the solenoid valves. A concept which
has been employed previously to reduce the probability of a complete system
failure has been the use of dual systems which are two independent half-
systems. However, this scheme involves a slight weight penalty°
It is assumed for this study that the specific impulse of the liquid mono-
propellant hydrazine system will be 150 ibf-sec/Ib m. This assumption may
be mar£inal for cold bed pulse widths of IO to 50ms. There may be a good
possibility of increasing the specific impulse by using some passive
technique of bed heating which employs radioistopes. This would also improve
the pulse reproducibility by decreasing bad temperature variations which are
a function of duty cycle. Hot bed pulse bit reproducibility has been reported
by Rocket Research Corporation to be within 2% for short pulse widths of
25ms. Although it is not known for certain whether pulse bit reproduci-
bility can be held within the 5% limit after two years, it is believed that
this requirement should be achievable. The required minimum impulse bit of
.O01 Ibf-sec can be attained with an engine in the .05 to .i Ibf thrust range.
The smaller engine which would operate for a longer time to produce the minimum
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impulse bit would be preferable from the standpoint of increased efficiency.
Hydrazine engines have currently been pulsed from 60,000 to 120,0OO times
with total on-times of 6,000 to 25,000 seconds (Reference 4 and 5). If it
is assumed that each jet during limit cycle operation will fire once every
300 seconds for a 25 ms period during a two year span, then the on-time will
amount to 5250 sec. If it is also assumed that the limit cycle operation
accounts for one-half of the total firing time per thruster, the total firing
time will be 10,5OO seconds which is well within current limits.
To date, hydrazine engines have been tested for up to 120,000 pulses without
a valve failure. Since the ATS-4 reaction Jet system may require a pulse
lifetime of up to 500,000 pulses or even one million pulses, serious considera-
tion must be given to methods of reducing the number of pulses or providing
a satisfactory valve design. It appears that standby redundancy alone may
not be able to satisfy the pulse lifetime requirements.
As a result of this study, the liquid monopropellant hydrazine reaction jet
system is recommended for primary consideration. If the thrust levels
required are reducedto less that 0.02 to 0.05 lbf, the hydrazine plenum
system should be considered.
Reaction Jet Thrust Levels
This portion of the study presents the definition of the jet thrust levels,
pulse width, and impulse requirements in the configuration which does not
I
I
I
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employ inertia wheels or any passive means of attitude control. The data
included therefore provides a basis for trade-off comparison between five
candidate vehicle configurations, each with a wire mesh or a solid antenna
surface.
The jet thrust level is determined by two opposin_ requirements:
a) The resulting vehicle torques must be high enough, so that:
I) Acquisition of references can be accomplished in the field of
2)
3)
b)
view of the sensor and in the required time
Maneuvers can be made in the required time
Attitude control can be maintained in the presence of external torques
The resulting vehicle torque must be low enough so that low rates may
be maintained in the limit cycle, thus avoiding excessive fuel consumption.
If one thrust level cannot meet both of the above requirements then two thrust
levels must be used. If the vehicle is operating in the presence of disturbance
torques and the total impulse is largely due to disturbance torque then the
second consideration is not as important in determining thrust size. In
other words, a large jet thrust with short pulse length is just as effective
as a small jet thrust with a long pulse length in removing vehicle momentum
caused by disturbance torques. With some types of systems the specific impulse
decreases with a pulse length decrease, and thus efficiency may suffer with
short pulses, so this must also be considered.
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Preliminary calculations of thrust level and pulse width have been made and
the results are shown on the attached charts. The approach Used was to
determine the minimum acceptable level for acquisition and for controlling
in the presence of the external torque due to misalignment of the stationkeeping
engines.
A search rate of 0.3 degree per second was used for each axis with the
restriction that acquisition should be accomplished within 1/2 of the total
field of view of the sensor. Using 1/2 the total field allows for variations
in search rate, thrust levels, etc.
The acquisition thrust levels for each of the configurations were used for
calculating impulse and time for the remaining control modes. A O.O15 second
pulse width was selected for limit cycle control and the total impulse (upper
set of numbers on chart for limit cycle mode) for roll and pitch axis are
considerably less than calculated previously (lower set of numbers on the
chart) where a limit cycle rate was assumed to determine total impulse. The
resulting limit cycle rates are much smaller with the acquisition thrust
levels and the pulse width selected. The yaw total impulse (upper set of
numbers) is larger than previously (lower set of numbers) calculated. Here
the resulting limit cycle rate was higher than previously assumed.
The total impulse for limit cycle operation in yaw can be reduced by reducing
the search rate for acquisition of Polaris. This will reduce the thrust level
which in turn reduces the limit cycle rate and the total impulse required.
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The results of calculations for reducing the search rate by one half
(O.15°/sec) are tabulated below.
Configuration Yaw Total
Thrust Impulse
Level Yaw Limit Cycle
(pounds) (lb-sec)
SK-513-IO .Oh6 7h
SK-513-II .O69 115
SK-513-12 .Oh6 7h
SK-513-13 .O35 55
SK'513-1h .Oh6 73
The method of computation and rationale are discussed by control mode in the
following paragraphs.
I. Initial Tumble Arrest - Because the rates are being damped to zero, the
impulse per pulse is considered to be the same as the total impulse.
To determine the pulse width or the jet on time the impulse per pulse
is divided by twice the thrust size for yaw (jets are firing in couples)
and the thrust size for roll and pitch (single jets).
.
Orientation - The thrust size was determined from the following formulas:
.2 .2
F = I@ (yaw) F = I@ (roll pitch)
where :
- Jet thrust in pounds
= Search rate in radians/sec
1 = Moment arm - feet
@ = One-half the field of view - radians
The impulse per pulse was determined by dividing the total impulse by
2; one pulse to accelerate the vehicle and the second to decelerate
I
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the vehicle. The pulse width or jet on time per pulse is determined
by dividing impulse per pulse by twice the yaw thrust size and by pitch
and roll size as given.
3. Limit Cycle Operation - The total impulse was found by using thrust
level determined above with a minimum pulse width of 0.015 seconds.
2
2PIF 2 ton
Ib sec - (yaw)
.
0
where
2
Ib sec = PIF2 ton
2@DB I
(roll and pitch)
P = Total mission period - 63.1 x 106 seconds
I = Jet moment arm - feet
F = Jet thrust - pounds
ton = Minimum pulse width - 0.O15 seconds
@DB = Width of deadband - radians 2
I = Inertia of vehicle - slug-ft
Impulse per pulse was found by multiplying pulse width by twice the thrust
level for yaw and by the thrust level in roll and pitch.
The lower set of numbers on the charts shows thrust level and impulse
per pulse using the total impulse as determined previously with the
minimum pulse widths.
Balance Disturbance Torques - The same size pulse width and jet levels
were used for this mode.
Offset Pointing - Four pulses were considered for each offet pointing
maneuver with a total of 100 offset points, so impulse per pulse was
I
I
I
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found by dividing total impulse by boo. Pulse width was found by
dividinF impulse per pulse by twice the thrust for yaw and by the thrust
level for roll and pitch.
Satellite Tracking - The impulse per pulse was determined in the same
manner as offset pointing. The number indicated under thrust size is
the thurst required to accelerate the satellite to track a low orbit
satellite. It is expected that the acquisition thrust sizes determined
above will also be satisfactory for this mode when using pulse widths
of O.O15 seconds. With these thrust sizes the rate increment per pulse
zs 1.2 x IO-6 ra0/sec.
East-West Station Keeping - For east-west station keeping a misalignment
of .25 degrees is assumed for the two jets. One of the jets is the
pitch jet used for attitude control. Misalignment is assumed into the
roll and yaw axes with moment arms equivalent to the pitch jet moment arm.
Yaw thrust requirements = 2(thrust level-pitch)(.OOh35) Icg
21
Roll thrust requires = 2(pitch thrust level)(.OOh35) lcg
I
where :
Icg = Pitch jet moment arm
I = Roll or yaw moment arm
The pulse width shown in Tables 6B-I through 6B-IO is the time for the
jets of the size indicated which are just large enouFh to balance the
torques from the station keeping engines. Using the thrust levels deter-
mined for acquisition will result in a series of short pulses.
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0
@
90 @ Roll for N-S Station Keeping - The maneuver rates are the same as
for orientation so the same jet size and pulse width are adequate.
Impulse was determined to start and stop the maneuver at 90 degrees and
then return to normal orientation.
Attitude Control During Station Keeping Thrust - To determine thrust levels,
and impulse the following assumptions were made:
a. Station keeping engine thrust - 5 pounds
b. Thrust time - iO minutes
c. Misalignment - 0.25 _
d. Moment arm (distance of engine from cg)
I. SK-513-I0 6 feet
2. SK-513-II 12 feet
3. SK-513-12 I0 feet
4. SK-513-13 2 feet
5. SK-513-14 4.7 feet
The misalignment was assumed to act about an axis at 45 ° to the pitch and
roll axis . The attitude control thrust is then found frc_
F = (Tsk)(sinemisalignment angle)(sine 45 °) Ic_
I
Where:
Tsk = Thrust level of station keeping engine
F - Thrust l_vel of attitude control jet
icg = Distance between cg and station keeping engine
i = Moment arm of attitude control jet
The thrust levels are less than those determined for orientation control,
thus the thrust level chosen for orientation control will be satisfactory.
i
i
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fhe impulse per pulse will also be modified since by using larger jets
tha_ aclually required a series of short pulses will occur in balancing
the misalif_n_ent torque.
i). A_tenna Pattern Study Maneuver - A rate of 0.I deg/sec was assumed.
ibis is 1/3 of orientation rates. Jet sizes chosen above are adequate.
impulse was determined to start the stop the maneuver for a total of 50
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APP_DIX 6C
PRELIMINARY INERTIA WHEEL CONSIDERATIONS FOR
CANDIDATE VEHICLE CONFIGURATIONS
I
I
I
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Preliminary Inertia Wheel Considerations
The following discussion presents the rationale, assumotions, and analysis
used in the estimation of the required parameters for inertia wheels to be
used in the ATS-4 attitude control system.
Use of Inertia Wheels
W_en inertia wheels are selected as the control moment devices for attitude
control of a space vehicle it is generally done for two reasons° One, if
the mission life of the spacecraft is longjsuch as the two year life
required for the ATS-4_it is frequently possible to reduce the system weight
from that required for a mass expulsion system by the use of inertia wheels o
Two, if precise attitude control is requiredj such as the +O.1 degree specified
for the ATS-4 system it is necessary to provide the control torque with a finerJ
resolution than is practical with a mass expulsion system.
In the case of the ATS-4 spacecraft the inertia wheels are selected for both
of the above reasons, however, the attitude accuracy requirements make it
necessary that inertia wheels be considered whether or not their application
results in a saving in system weight.
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In reviewing the operating modes for ATS=h it appears that inertia wheels
may be used to advantage in the following modes°
o Attitude hold
o Tracking maneuvers
o Offset pointing maneuvers
o Antenna maneuvering study
Iu the attitude hold mode the attitude control system must maintain the
vehicle in a selected orientation relative to the local vertical_ orbit
plane reference with an accuracy of ±Ool degrees@ Since the spacecraft
will be subject to disturbances resulting from solar radiation and other
causes some control action will be required to obtain the desired
attitude accuracy. In the event mass expulsion reaction Jets are used to
generate the control torque it will be necessary to have a deadband of the
order of +O.O1 degrees° Experience indicates that such a small deadband
results in excessive jet operation and fuel consumption because of noise,
The use of reaction wheels to g_erate the control moment will eliminate
not only the excessive fuel consumption but also the fuel consumption norm-
ally associated with maintaining an undisturbed limit cycle between the
limits of the deadband° This is a result of the continuous control moment
available from the inertia wheel as contrasted with the one discreet level
available from the reaction jets.
I
I
I
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The tracking maneuver consists of keeping the vehicle yaw axis pointed at
a satellite in a 90 minute orbit as it passes below the ATS=4 spacecraft
It is desired to track with an accuracy of +0.5 degree° Since the tracking
I
I
line of sight will have a sinusoidal angular acceleration, the attitude control
:wstem must have the capability of producing a smooth angular acceleratio_
of the vehicle in roll and pitch in order to track with suitable accuracy°
The torque produced by inertia wheels is continuous within their range and
would be compatible with this requirement.
I
I
I
The offset pointing maneuver requires that the vehicle yaw axis be pointed
at any point on the earth's desk with an accuracy of ±O.1 degree. Since
the inertia wheels are required to obtain suitable accuracy during attitude
hold and tracking maneuvers, a relatively small increase in the wheel size
I
I
I
makes them suitable for performing the offset maneuver@ The end result is
saving of jet fuel that would otherwise be consumed°
The antenna maneuvering study consists of the offset pointing maneuver plus
a 360 degree rotation about the yaw axis. Since the wheels are to be sized
to accommodate the offset pointing maneuver this part of the antenna maneuvering
study presents no new conditions on the inertia wheels. However, to allow antenna I
polarization measurements, a 360 degree rotation in yaw will result in an exchange
of angular momentum between the roll and pitch wheels° Therefore, it will be
necessa_ that the roll and pitch wheels be sized to accept the maximum exchange
angular momentum. As it turns out this is not a problem since the maximum angular
momentum that will be exchanged is less than the maximum capability of the inertia
6C-6
I
I
least the same angular momentum storage in the yaw wheel as provided in the
roll wheel for storage of angular momentum due to roll disturbance torque
in addition to any storage required for the yaw maneuvers for the antenna
study.
Tables 6C-i and 6C-2 summarize the estimates for the principal parameters
of the inertia wheels for the two configurations currently being considered
for the ATS-4 vehicle.
Inertia Wheel Angular Momentum and Torque For Solar Disturbance Tor__
In order to estimate the size of inertia wheels for attitude control in the
presence of disturbance torques resulting from solar radiation it is necessary
to establish the angular momentum to be stored by the w_eelso For this
purpose it will be assumed that the wheels will be sized to store the
angular momentum due to disturbance torques for a period of 12 hours.
Twelve hours is the half period for the cyclic disturbance torque in the
roll and pitch axes, snd if the wheels can store the angular momentum for
twelve hours, only the angular momentum resulting from unidirectional
torques will require unloading. With these assumptions t_e angular momentum
to Oe stored by the inertia wheel and the peak torque to be exerted by the
wheels may be estimated as follows_-
_he estlmates for the vehicle configuration SKoSI3_IO are_
I
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wheels as dictated by the other modes of operation° However, this maneuver
will require a sizeable inertia wheel in the yaw axis in order to produce the
I
I
360 degree yaw rotation. I
Inertia Wheel Sizing
In estimating the principal parameters of the inertia wheels, it is assumed
they will be used in the four operating modes previously discussed°
I
I
In sizing the inertia wheels to perform the offset and tracking maneuvers,
it is not necessary to provide angular momentum storage for simultaneous
execution of these maneuvers. Rather it will be necessary to provide angular
momentum storage for whichever one has the greatest requirement.
I
I
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Although attitude hold will not be performed simultaneously with maneuvers°
the disturbance torques that require angular momentum storage during
attitude hold are present during maneuvers and therefore, the inertia wheel
must be sized to accommodate the simultaneous occurance of the maximum
I
I
I
requirements of the disturbance torques and the maneuvers. I
Although the disturbance torques about the vehicle yaw axis are essentially
zero for sun oriented panels, the yaw axis inertia wheel will exchange angular
I
momentum with the roll inertial wheel as a result of the pitch rate that maintains
the yaw axis along the local vertical. It is therefore, necessary to provide at I
I
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System
Configuration
SK-513-I0
SK-513-14
System
Configuration
SK-513-IO
SK-5_3-_4
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TABLE 6C-I
Reaction Wheel
Angular Momentum
ib.f_-sec
Roll Pitch Yaw
Reaction Wheel
Torque
oz-in
Roll Pitch Yaw
Reaction Wheel
Weight
Lbs
Roll Pitch Yaw
9.5 12.5 19°2
11.2 13.5 21.8
TABLE 6C-2
Reaction Wheel
•Volume
C_..tn.
Roll Pitch Yaw
34o 25o 7o0
410 490 790
Reaction Wheel
Power
Watts
Roll
Peak Avg
16 1.5
16 1.5
Pitch
Peak A_
i_ 1.5
76 1.5
Yaw
Peak Avg
16 1.5
16 1.5
I
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Roll
Angular Momentum =
Peak Torque
Avg. torque x time
O.72 x 10 -5 x 12 x 3600
O.31 Ib-ft-sec
0.80 x 10 -5 lbuft
Pitch
Angular Momentum =
Peak Torque =
Avg. torque x time
1.0 x 10-5 x 12 x 3600
0.23 Ib-ft-sec
1.33 x 10 -5 lb-ft
The estimates for the vehicle configuration SK-513-14 are:
Roll
Angular Momentum =
Peak Torque =
3.7 x 10 -5 x 12 x 3600
1.6 lb-ft-sec
5.6 x 10 -5 lb_ft
Pitch
Angular Momentum --
Peak Torque
6 x 10 -5 x 12 x 3600
2.58 lb-ft-sec
9.3 x 10-5 lb-ft
I
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Effect of Solar Panel Motion on Inertia Wheel Angular Momentum and Tor%ue
If the solar panels are rotated at a constant angular velocity to keep them
pointed at the sun, the rate would be essentially earth's rate. It is quite
likely that at such a low rate the drive system would operate intermittently
rather than at a constant rate. Therefore, it seems advisable to design the
drive system so that it positions the solar panels in steps and take advantage
of the somewhat simpler mechanization. To this end a drive system that
positions the solar panels in steps will be considered. In this case, the
steps must be sufficiently small to satisfy the pointing accuracy for the
solar panels, +3 degrees. To insure being within the accuracy limitation
the steps will be assumed to be I.O degree.
If the drive system moves the solar panels one degree, the vehicle will
rotate in the opposite direction an amount proportional to the ratio of
the panel and vehicle moments of inertia.
That is
Qv = (Ip/Iv) x @p
where
@v = vehicle rotation
@p = solar panel rotation
Iv = vehicle moment of inertia
Ip = solar panel moment of inertia
L |
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Therefore, the vehicle rotation for the SK-513-10 and SK-513-14 configuration
will be:
SK-513-I0
• I.O degrees
= 0.0027 degrees
SK-513-14
_v 3.5
: _ • I.O degrees
= 0.0009 degrees
The inertias for the solar panels used in the above calculations were based
on a solar panel weight of I.O ib/ft 2.
The small attitude change indicated by the above calculations may well be
below the threshold of the attitude control system. In that event, the
inertia wheels would not be called on to correct the attitude until the
solar panels were repositioned several times.
To obtain an estimate of the attitude control system threshold assume the
inertia wheel is driven by an AC motor. Design data for a two phase, 26
volt, h<)O cycle motor indicates a starting voltage of 1 volt. Since it is
desired to maintain an attitude accuracy of ±O.1 degree, the inertia wheel
should develop maximum torque for this error or larger. Therefore, if an
error of O.1 degree causes a voltage of 26 volts at the terminals of the
motor, the attitude error that would cause 1 volt at the motor te1_inals is
O.1 .0038 degrees
:
I
I
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Therefore, with a system threshold of .0038 degrees the inertia wheels would
correct the vehicle attitude after two rotations of the solar panel on the
SK-513-IO vehicle and after five on the SK-513-14 vehicle. In other words,
the SK-513-IO vehicle _ould be rotated through .0054 degrees and the SK-513-14
vehicle would be rotated through .0045 degrees. In the interest of simplifying
the calculations assume both vehicles are rotated through .006 degrees.
Under these assumptions the vehicle will be accelerated and decelerated as
it is rotated 0.006 degrees in pitch. If the acceleration and deceleration
are each constant over half the period of the rotation, the angular momentum
the wheel must store and the torque the motor must develop may be calculated
from:
where
Stored angular momentum = 2@1
t
Motor torque = 2@1
@ = half angle of rotation in radians
t = time in seconds for rotation @
I = vehicle moment of inertia in slug-ft 2
Assuming the period of the rotation is two seconds, then from the above
formttlas the angular momentum storage and motor torque for the vehicle
configurations SK-513-IO and SK-513-14 are:
I
I
I
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SK-513-IO
SK-513-14
Angular Momentum =
Motor Torque
Angular Momentum =
Motor Torque
2 x (.003/57.3)x 2424
1
•25 Ib-ft-sec
2 x (.003/57.3) x 2424
IZ
.25 ib-ft
2 x (.003/57.3)x 1466
1
.15 Ib-ft-sec
2 x (.OO3/57.3) x _66
.15 lb-ft
Inertia Wheel Angular Momentum and Torque for the Offset Pointin_ Maneuver
Since from synchronous altitude the earth's disk only spans 18 degrees, the
greatest offset pointing angle required of the ATS-4 vehicle will be Z9 degrees.
Assuming 12 minutes is an acceptable period for acquiring the offset pointing
orientation and the acceleration and deceleration of the vehicle are each
constant over 6minutes, the angular momentum that must be stored by the
wheel and tlm torque that must be developed by the motor may be calculated
with formulas previously used for sizing the wheel for the solar panel
motion. That is
Angular Momentum = 291
t
Motor Torque = 2@1
tTr
I
I
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Since the offset pointing orientation is not predictable, it will be necessary
to provide the capability in both the pitch and roll inertia wheels to perform
the maximum offset pointing maneuver. Therefore, the angular momentum storage
and motor torque may be calculated _s follows:
For vehicle SK'513-I0
Roll
Angular Momentum =
Motor Torque =
_itch
Angular Momentum
Motor Torque
2 x (4.5/57.3) x 3198
6 x60
2 x (4_5/57.3) x 3198
(6 x 6o)z
- 2 x (4.-5/57.3) x 2424
6x60
= 2 x (4.5/57.3)x 2424
(6 x 60)2
For vehicle SK-515-14
Roll
Angular Momentum
Motor Torque
Pitch
Angular Momentum
Motor Torque
= 2 x (4.5/57.3) x 2068
6 x 60
= 2 x (4_5/57.31 x 2068 -
(6 x60) _
2 1466
I m
6 x60
2 x (4.5/57.3) x 1466
(6 x 60) 2
= 1.4 ib-ft-sec
= .0038 ib-ft
" 1.07 ib-ft-sec
- .0029 Ib-ft
- 0.91 ib-ft-sec
.0025 ib-ft
= 0.65 ib-ft-sec
- .0018 Ib-ft
I
I
I
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Inertia Wheel An_ular Momentum and Torque for the Tracking Maneuver
Since the tracking maneuver consists of pointing the vehicle yaw axis at a
satellite in a 90 minute orbit as it passes under the observing satellite,
the angular velocity of the yaw axis may be expressed as
r
-.O. =- w sin w t
R
where
= Angular velocity of LOS in radians per sec
_4 = Angular velocity of target satellite in its orbit
in radians oer second
= Radius of target satellite orbit
= Radius of observing (synchronous) satellite
Therefore, _le angular momentum of the tracking satellite resulting from the
tracking maneuver will be
angular momentum = I _O.
where I is t,he vehicle moment of inertia. Substituting for _ the angular
momentum may be expressed as
(r)angular momentum = L = I _ w sin w t
and the maximum value will occur for sin w t = 1
When sin w t = i the ratio(-_l has a value of approxiz_%tel_-0.2. Therefore,
the _aximum value of the angular momentum may be expressed as
Lma x = .2 • 2 • (i) " I
--(2.3 x lO-_) I
Since t_rque is equal to the rate of change angular I_o_c itu_u,
torque = T = I -rL
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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or
I r
w2 cos w t
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
r has a value
_t
The maximum value will occur when cos w t = I and the ratio
of approximately 0.17. Therefore,
r_x" (.17)x[ 2 \2 • 1
19Ox 5oi
= .23 x 10 -6 1
Since the path of the target vehicle satellite relative to the tracking
satellite is not predictable both the roll and pitch wheels must have the
capability to perform the tracking maneuver. Therefore, the angular momentum
storage and motor torque required in the inertia wheels for this purpose are:
2.3 x 10 -4 x 3198
Vehicle configuration SK-513-I0
Roll
Angular Momentum =
I
I
I
I
Motor Torque
Pitch
i
I
m
Angular Momentum =
0.74 Ib-ft-sec
0.23 x 10 -6 x 3198
.ooo74lb-_t
2.3 x 10-4 x 2424
0.56 ib-ft-sec
O.23 x 10 -6 x 2424
.00023 Ib-ft
I
I
I
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Vehicle Configuration SK-513-14
Roll
Angular Momentum --
Motor Torque =
Pitch
Angular Momentum =
Motor Torque =
2.3 x 10 -4 x 2068
0.48 Ib-ft-sec
0.23 x 10 -6 x 2068
.00048 Ib-ft
h
2.3 x I0 -_ x 1466
0,34 ib-ft-sec
0.23 x 10 -6 x 1466
.00034 Ib-ft
Inertia Wheel An_ular Momentum and Torque for th9 Antenna Maneuverin$ Stud[
Since, as previously explained, the antenna maneuvering study consists of
the offset pointing maneuver plus a rotation of 360 degrees about the yaw
axis, the only additional capability the wheels must have to be used for
this study is that required for the 360 degree rotation in yaw.
As the vehicle is rotated in yaw there will be a transfer of angular momentum
between the oitch and roll inertia wheels. Each 90 degrees of rotation will
cause a complete interchange of angular momentum between the wheels. The
max_num angular momentum interchange will occur when the roll and pitch wheel
are storing the angular momentum acc_nulated during one half cycle of the
disturbance torque. Therefore, in order to perform the antenna maneuver
study without unloading the inertia wheels the roll and pitch wheels must be
capable of storing the following angular momentum.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
i
i
SK-513-I0
Roll
Angular Momentum .
i Pitch
i Angular Momentum -
6C-17
0.43 ib-ft-sec
0.31 Ib-ft-sec
I
I
i
I
I
I
SX-513-_h
Roll
I
Angular Momentum =
Pitch
Angular Momentum.
2.58 Ib-ft-sec
1.6 Ib-ft-sec
Since the 360 degree rotation in yaw is to occur over a period of one hour,
the torques require to accomplish this transfer of angular may be estimated
as follows.
I
I
I
SK-513-I0
Roll Motor Torque =
I
Pitch Motor Torque -
0.43 x 2
.00075 Ib-l_b
0.31 x 2 7F
.0053 Ib-f%
!
!
!
6(;-] 8
qoll Motor _crnue =
Pitch M_tor Torque =
2o58X 2'_/
3--6b-'6
.o045 :].b-ft
1.6 x 2 r/f
= .0027 lb-/t
Ass_Iming the %o0 degree yaw maneuver may be carried out by a constant
acceleration during the first half of the period and a c:onstant deceleration
d, ri :___he last h_]f of the period the angular momentum storage and motor
tcrq _ required in the yaw inertia wheel may be expressed a,_
wh_'e t,b_
_ng,u ar Momentum = 2@I
t
_'4",.-'..r.... , :.')ue = 2@I
_;_,,boishave been previously defined.
fi_u_-at__nr tz ter onsid£_(_tion are
_ot,or Tot'_ue
i _; a:_gular mormntum storage required for the two vehicle con-
i
. _ x ?]lq
704 Ib-ft,-_ec
2 x (_8o/_o3)x 2115
' ' C_0o)2
.OOhl ]b-ft
l
n
!
l
I
I
l
I
I
I
I
l
I
lI
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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sK-5_3-_
Angular Momentum =
Motor Torque
1800
7.6 Ib-ft-sec
2 x (18o/5't.;})x 2168
(1800)"
.0042 Ib-ft
Su,w,ary of Inertia Wheel An_ular Moment and Torque Estimates
Table 6C-3 summarizes the estimates of angular momentum storage and the
motor torque required in inertia wheels for the indicated modes of operation.
As previously discussed it is not necessary to provide inertia wheels with a
capability equal to the sum of the requirements indicated in the table. The
maneuvers are not performed simultaneously, however, the disturbances are eveI
present. Therefore, it is only necessary to size the wheels to provide capa-
bility for attitude control and solar panel operation plus whichever of the
three maneuvers imposes the most stringent requirement. The last entry in the
table .R_quired Inertia Wheel Capability" is this summation rounded off to
provide a flight safety factor.
Estimation of Inertia Wheel Weight and Volume
The estimation of the inertia wheel weight and volume is based on desiA_
data published Dy Eclipse-Pioneer Division of the Bendix Corporation in
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publication No. 6311-5. From this information, the weight of an inertia
wheel unit may be approximated by the formula
Weight (Ibs) = 6.3 + 170 inertia (slug-ft 2)
if the motor is required to have a stall torque greater than approximately
8 oz-in. If t_ motor must develop a torque greater than 8 oz-in the weight
obtained from the above formula must be increased.
The inertia to be used in the weight formula may be calculated from
Inertia (slug-ft 2) = Max Momentum (Ib-ft-sec)
Unload Speed (RPM) x 2 _/60
For these calculations the unload speed has been assumed to be I000 RPM
Therefore, the weight for the inertia wheels is estimated as indicated in
Table 6C-4.
The volume of the inertia wheels is estimated on the basis of the average
density of wheels built by Bendix Corporation. Inertia wheels of approxi-
mately the same capability as those required for the ATS-4 vehicle have a
volume to weight ratio of approximately 36 cu in/lb. Using this information
and the weights from Table 6C-4 the volume was calculated as indicated in
Table 6C-5.
Estimation of Average and Peak Power
To obtain an estimate of the average power consumed by the inertia wheels
it is assumed the motor has an average speed of 500 RPM, a friction load of
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Vehicle
Configuration
SK-513-I0
SK-513-14
6C-23
Inertia Wheel
Volume
CUo in.
,
Roll Pitch Yaw
7OO
790
TASLm6c-5
I
I
l
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2 oz-in mud an efficiency of 50%.
will be
Input power (watts) =
With these assumptions the input power
7°4 x 10 -4 x torque (oz-in)
x speed (RPM) x 1
eff
= (7.2 x lO-4) x (2) x (Soo) x 1
= 1.48 watts
The estimation of peak power for the inertia wheels is based on the stall
power listed for similar wheels in the Bendix Corporation publication Noo
6311-5. It was estimated that the pitch wheels for vehicle c onfigurations
SK-513-10 and SK-513-14 should have stall torque of 60 ox-in and 40 oz-in, res-
pectively. From the data available on wheels of this approximate capability
the power to stall torque ra_io was dete_uined to be about 1o9 watts/oz-ino
Therefore, the peak power £or the pitch wheels will bey
SK-513-I0
Peak Power = (60 oz-in) x (1o9 watts/oz-in)
114 watts
SK-513-1_
]- _:_,,: po_::,. _ -_ (_O oz-in) x (1.9 watts/oz_in)
76 watts
It was estimated that the roll and yaw wheels for both the SK-513-10 and
SK-513-14 vehicle configurations should have a stall torque of approximately
oz-in to insure having the peak required torque of ab(_t i oz-in available
I
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at all motor speeds up to the unload speed. Wheels of this approximate stall
torque indicate a power to stall torque ratio of approximately 4 watts/oz-in.
Therefore, the peak power for the roll and pitch wheels is estimated as:
Peak Power = 4 (oz-in) x 4 watts
oz-in
= 16 Watts
Conclusions
The principal conclusions to be drawn from the information derived during
the study of inertia wheels for the ATS-4 vehicle are:
• Of the two vehicle configurations being considered the SK-513-IO
configuration places the lesser requirements on the reaction wheels.
• The yaw maneuver in the antenna maneuver study is the greatest
single factor in the weight and volume of the wheels.
The disturbance resulting from the solar panel positioning is
the greatest single factor in the power consumption of the inertia
wheels.
I
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APPENDIX 6D
PRELIMINARY COMBINED WHEEL/JET SYST_4 CONSIDERATIONS
I
I
6D-2
INERTIA WHEEL/PURE JET WEIGHT COMPARISON
This discussion presents the basis for estimating the weight of jet
fuel and tankage eliminated through the use of inertia wheels.
The inertia wheel weight estimate was presented in Appendix 6Co In
these estimates the wheels were sized so as to complete the tracking
offset pointing or antenna study maneuver without unloading the wheels.
Therefore the fuel _d tankage chargeable to these maneuvers will be
eliminated.
Also the wheels were sized to store the angular momentum of a half cycle
of the pitch disturbance torque without unloading, and so the fuel and
tankage assigned to the control of the pitch disturbance torque and limit
cycle will be eliminated. Since the roll disturbance torque is unidirectional
the an_lar momentum resulting from this source must be unloaded from the
wheels periodically and no jet fuel will be eliminated in this case.
However, any fuel chargeable to the maintenance of the roll limit cycle
will be eliminated.
There is essentially nc disturbance torque about the yaw axis of the vehicle,
assuming oriented solar panels, and ti_erefore no jet fuel is consumed for
this purpose. However, the jet fuel that would be used in maintaining the
yaw limit cycle would be eliminated.
!
!
!
!
!
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Appendix 6Bshows the total impulse required by a mass expulsion system
to perform the various attitude control modes or functions. Using this
information and information on the weight for a monopropellant hydrazine
system the Jet fuel and tankage eliminated by the inertia wheels was estimated
and is listed in Table 6D-1 for vehicle configurations SK-513-10 and SK-513-14.
In order to make a Comparison between the weight aoded to the vehicle by
the inertia wheels and the weight of the jet fuel and tankage eliminated
by their use, Table 6D-2, was compiled. Table 6D-2 tabulates the inertia
wheel weight and an estimate of the weight that must be added to the vehicle
in the way of solar panels, batteries, and power conditioning equipment to
supply power for the operation of the wheels. Although the average power to
operate the inertia wheels is estimated to be only 4.5 watts, it is estimated
that the pitch inertia wheels will have peak loads of 20 to 25 times this
amount for periods of the order of 5 seconds. Therefore in order to handle
the peak load it is assumed t_e power supply will carry a 500% overload for
this short period and the conti_rating of the supply will be 1/5 of the
peak power required by the pitch Wheels.
Referring to previous estimates of vehicle weight per watt of converted
sine wave power in the 400 cps range the estimates have ranged from one
pound to 3.5 pounds per watt. Therefore, it was assumed that the power
supply would be in about the middle of this range of 2.25 ibs/watt.
I
I
I
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'FABLE 6D-I
LI_,_D 3Y INERTIA WHE'ZLSWEIJHT OF JET FUEL AND TANKA_]E ELIi -_I_
I
VEHICLE
CONFIGURATION
SK-513-10
VEHICLE
_ONFIGURATION
SK-513-14
Limit Cycle
Impulse (lb-sec)
Disturbance Torq.
Impulse (ib-sec)
Offset Pointing
Impulse
(ib-sec)
Tracking Imoulse
(Ib-sec)
Antenna(lb_secStUdy)ImpulIe
Totallmpulse
(Ib-sec)
Fuel Tankage
_eight
(]bs)
Fuel Tankage
Weight with safety
Factor of 2
(Ibs)
1347
126
149
61
301
1984
44.8
89.6
1265
800
89.2
36.9
214
24o5.1
50.5
lO1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II
I
I
I
I
I
I
/
Weight of Inertia
Wheels
(lbs)
I .......................
I
I
I
Weight of Power
Supply for
Inertia Wheels
(1be)
_-5
I
I
TABLE 6D-2
V_RICLE WEIGHT FOR INERTIA WHEELS
VEHICLE
CONF.IGURATION
SK-513-I0
41.2
VEHICLE
CONFIGURATION
sK-513-_
52.0
Total Weight of I i
Inertia Wheel I !i
System (ibs) 93.2
46.5
33.0
79.5
I
I
I
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Since the pitch wheel for the SK-_13-10 vehicle configuration has a peak
power of llh watts, with the above assumptions a power supply with a con-
f
tinuous rating of 23 watts and a weight of approximately 52 pounds will be
required. The pitch wheel for the SK-S13-1h vehicle configurati_m has a
peak power requirement of 76 w_tts and therefore will reqL_ire a power supply
with a continuous rating of about 15 watts and a weight of approximately
33 pounds.
Table 6D-3 summarizes the results presented in the previous two tables
and permits the desired comparison between the weight of the inertia wheel
system and the jet fuel and tankage eliminated by the use of inertia wheels.
From this comparison it is apparent that there is no weight advantage in
using inertia wheels for vehicle configuration SK-gl3-10 of approximately
21 pounds if wlleels are used for vehicle configuration SK-513-]34.
It should be pointed out that much of the weight in the inertia wheel system
is the result of the high torque requirement estimated for the pitch wheels.
If this torque requirement can be reduced, the inertia wheels should show a
greater weight advantage. This will be the subject of further study.
Trade-off Comparison of Configuration SK-513-17 and -18 (FIXED SOLAR PADDLES)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
From previous study results on inertia wheels and reaction jet it was
determined that it was advantageous to use reaction jet for the following
modes of control.
I
I
I
II
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TABLE 6D-3
COMPARISON OF JET FUEL & INERTIA WHEEL WEIGHT
I
I
I
I
I
I
Total Weight
of InertiaWheel
System (ibs)
Weight of Jet
Fuel &,Tankage
Eliminated (Ibs)
I
I
I
I
VEHICLE
CONFIGURATION
SK-513-I0
VEHICLE
CONFIGURATION
SK-513-I_
93.2
89.6
79.5
I01
I
I
I
I
I
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a) Tumbling arrest
b) Acquisition
c) Unload wheels (as result of average disturbance torques)
d) Manuevers required for &V corrections
e) Hold attitude is presence of AV misalignments
f) Antenna pattern maneuvers (if high rates are required)
The values of parameters used in determining impulse and thrust levels are:
Tumble rates
Roll -l°/sec -17.h x lO -3 rad/sec
Pitch -0.5°/sec -8.7 x 10-3 rad/sec
Yaw l°/sec _ '- -a7._ x lO -3 rad/sec
Search Rates
Roll - 0.2°/sec - 3.h9 x lO -3 rad/sec
Pitch - O.2"/sec - 3.h9 x 10-3 rad/sec
Yaw - O.05°/sec - 0.87 x 10-3 rad/sec
r
Antenna maneuver rate
Roll - O.l°/sec - 1.Th x 10-3 rad/sec
Pitch - O.l°/sec -1.72 x 10-3 rad/sec
Field-of-vi ew
Horizon Sensor
Star Tracker
- ±I0 ° _ °0.175 rad
- fl ° - !0.0175 rad
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Configuratioa SK-513-17
ly - 1226 slug-ft2
Iz - 1677 slug-ft2
Jet Moment Arm- 2.5 ft.
AV engine - I ibf (NS engine on y axis, EW engine on x-axis)
AV engine - CG variance - 0.6 inch
Total AV impulse - 15,OOO lb. sec.
Configuration S_-513-18
Ix - 2068 slug-ft 2
I - 1466 slug-ft 2
Y
Iz - 2186 slug-ft 2
Jet Moment arm - 2.5 ft
AV engine - I ibf (I engine on z axis)
_Vengine - CG variance - 0.6 inch
Total AVimpulse - 15,000 lb. sec
AV Maneuver rates- 0.2 degrees/sec
Considerations inDetermination of Thrust Levels
Several considerations must be satisfied in selecting the thrust levels.
i. The thrust must be large enough to balance the misalignment torques
resulting from the firing of the _Vengines.
2. The thrust mhst be large enough to acquire the references within the
field-of-view of the sensors with the required search rates. The search
rates are dictated by the time allowed for acquisition.
v
3. The thrust should be small enough to allow wheels to maintain control
of attitude during unloading periods.
6D-10
The misalignment torque due to the _V engines in .05 ft. lb. for both con-
figurations. Assuming a 70% duty cycle for the attitude control reaction
jets the jet torque must be .715 ft-lb to hold attituae. The required
roll and pitch thrust is .0286 lb. and the required yaw thrust is .Olh3 lb.
The thrust required for acquisition or orientation is shown in Table 6D-h,
for various search rates.
Table 6D-h Thrust Levels for Acquisition
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Axis & Configuration Thrust levels-pounds
Search Rate (°/sec)
I
.3°/sec .25°/s .2°/sec .15°/sec .l°/sec
Configuration 17
Roll .067 .Oh6 .029 - -
Pitch .038 .026 .O17 - -
Yaw - - - .065 .029
Configuration 18
Roll .06h .Oh5 .028 - -
Pitch .Oh5 .O31 .020 - -
Yaw - - - .085 .038
.05°/sec
m
m
.007
.01
I
I
I
I
The times to complete the initial acquisition maneuver for various
search rates are tabulated in Table 6D-5. The times listed allow for
acceleration and deceleration times.
I
I
I
II
I
I
I
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Table 6D-5 Acquisition Time
T_me in seconds
Search Rates
Fitch .3°/sec .25"Is .2"/s .2°/s .15°/sec
Roll .3"/sec .25°/s .2°/s .2"/s .15°/sec
Yaw .15@Isec .l°is .l°is .05"/s .05°Is
90° pitch 435 533 656 656 870
360 ° roll 1335 1613 2006 2006 2670
32 ° yaw 156 234 234 468 468
I
Total 1926 2380 2896 3130 4008
Since one hour is considered as the required time for acquisition, the
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
chosen rates of maneuvering for acquisition are O.2a/s in pitch and roll
and O.O5°/sec _n yaw. This allows use of a jet thrust which is cbmpatible
with that required for balancing the misalignment torques. The maximum
jet torque will be .075 ft-lbs (0.3 ibs with 2.5 ft moment arm) or 14.4 oz-in.
If the inertia wheel has a stall torque capability of iO oz-in, this jet
size is low enQugh to permit wheel control of the vehicle during the
unloading period. The wheel reversal torque should be 15 to 18 oz-in at
the unload point, Unloading can still be done on a timed pulse basis which
will allow the wheel to maintain control of the attitude with the required
accuracy.
Reaction Jet Momentum Storage
I. Arrest Tumbling -
Configuration SK-513-17
Roll - 2150 x 17.4 x i0L3 = 38 ft-lb-sec
= 1226 x 8¢.7 x 10-3 = ii ft-lb-s_cPitch
Yaw = 1677 x 17.4 x 10-3 = 29 ft-lb-sec
Configuration SK-513-18
Roll - 2068 x 17.4 x 10-3 - 36 ft-lb-sec
Pitch = 1466 x 8.7 x 10-3 - 13 £t-iN_sec
Yaw = 2186 x 17.4 x I0-3 - 38 ft-lb-sec
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2. Acquisition
Acquisition of the sun from randomorientation requires rotation about
the pitch and yaw axis; acquisition of earth required rotation about
the roll axis and acquisition of the star a rotation about the yaw axis.
The assumednumberof acquisitions is 25. Each rotation consists of a
start and stop.
Configuration SK-513-17
Roll = (25)(2)(2150)(3.49 x 10- 2) = 376 ft-lb-sec
Pitch = (25)(2)(1226)(3.49 x 10- 5) _=214 ft-lb-sec
Yaw (25)(2)(i677)(3.49 x iO-_) 293 ft-lb-sec
(25)(2)(1677)(0.87 x lO -3) = 73 ft-lb-sec
Configuration SK-513-18
Roll = (25)(2)(2068)(3.49 x I0-_) = 862 ft-lb-sec
Pitch (25)(2)(1466)(3.49 x I0-_) = 256 ft-lb-sec
Yaw (25)(2)(2186)(3.49 x i0-_) = 382 ft-lb-sec
(25)(2)(2186)(0.87 x i0-_) = 95 ft-lb-sec
3. Disturbance Torques
The momentum required to unload the _leels due to steady state torques
is due to unbalance of solar radiation pressure and gravity gradient
at offset points. Momentum due to gravity gradient was found by assuming
a 0.I radian offset in pitch and roll for a total of one year. The
values are:
Configuration SK-513-17
Roll - 30 ft-lb-sec
Pitch - 24 ft-lb-sec
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Configuration SK-513-18
Roll - 48 ft-lb-sec
Pitch - 6 ft-lb-sec
For solar radiation pressure the average value for roll was determined.
These values are:
Configuration SK-513-17 - 2620 ft-lb-sec
Configuration SK-513-18 - 2320 ft-lb-sec
For pitch and yaw, it was assumed that an average value of 10% of peak
disturbance torque existed. The following assumptions were made with
fixed panels.
Panel area - 40 sq-ft-each
Moment arm - 15 feet
Radiation pressure - i x 10-7 ib/ft 2
For a two year period this is 378 ft-lb-sec.
h. Maneuvers forAVcorrection
No maneuvers are required for configuration SE-513-17. A total of 16 pitch
and 4 roll maneuvers were used for configuration SK-513-18. Each man-
euver consists of a start-stop at 90" and start-stop back to zeroe The
momentum requirements are:
Configuration SK-513-18
Roll = (4)(4)(2068)(3.49 x 10 "3) = 115 ft-lb-sec
Pitch = (16)(h)(lh66)(3.49 x 10"3) = 327 ft-lb-sec
I
I
I
..
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Misalignment torque due to AV engine
A total impulse of 15,0001b-sec is assumed for AV corrections. For
configuration SK-513-17 it is assumed that i/2 the total impulse is
in each of the engines. Also the EW engine causes torques about the
y and z axes and the NS engine causes torques about the x and z axes.
The CG variance is 0.6 inch. For configuration 18 the engine causes a
torque about the x and y axis.
Config _ration SK-513-17
Roll -- (i/2)(15,000) (.6/12)(1)
Pitch = (1/2)(15,000) (.6/12)(1)
Yaw = (1) (15, O00) (.6/12) (1)
Configuration SK-513-18
Roll = (15 ,000) (.6/12 ) (i)
YaW = (15,000) (.6/12) (1)
Antenna Pattern Maneuver
= 375 ft-lb-sec
= 375 ft-lb-sec
= 750 ft-lb-sec
= 750 ft-lb-sec
= 750 ft-lb-sec
The antenna maneuver consists of a start and stop at +30 °, start and
stop at -30 ° and start and stop to 0 °. Ten maneuvers are assumed for
roll and pitch.
Configuration SK-513-17
Roll = (iO)(6)(2150)(1.7h x 10 -3 ) = 225 ft-lb-sec
Pitch = (i0)(6)(1226)(1.7h x 10 -3 ) = 128 ft-lb-sec
Configuration SK-513-18
Roll = (lO)(6)(lh65)(1.7h x 10 -3 ) = 216 ft-lb-sec
Pitch = (lO)(6)(la66)(1.Th x 10-3) = 153 ft-lb-sec
I
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The total momentumstorage required of the reaction jet system is sho_
in Table 6D-6.
Table 6D-6 Momentum Storage Requirements
I Ft-lb-sec
Mode Configuration SK-513-17
I
Configuration SK-513-18
Roll E_itch Yaw Roll Pitch Yaw
I
I
I
I
I
i. Arrest Tumbling
2. Acquisition
3. Disturbance Torque
4. Maneuvers for 4¥
5. Misalignment Torque
6. Antenna Maneuvers
Totals
38 II 29 36 _13 38
376 214 293 362 256 382
30 24 - 48 6 -
2620 378 378 2320 378 378
- - - 115 327 -
375 375 750 750 - 750
225 128 - 216 156 -
3662 1130 1223 3827 1133 1623
I
I
I
The total impulse is as follows:
Conf_uration 17 = 3_4 ÷ 1130 + 1423
2.5
= 2490 Ib-sec
Configuration 18 = 3847 + 1133 + 1623 = 2550 ib-sec
2.5
With a 100% contingency 5000 ib-sec of impulse can be considered adequate
for either configuration.
I
I
Usit_ the above information, the basic inertia wheel characteristics .for
vehicle configurations SK-513-17 and SK-513-18 was determined. This
information is shown in Tables 6D-7 through 6D-IO.
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PRELIMINARY TRANSF_ ORBIT CONTROL MOIE ANALYSIS
I
I
I
6E-2
Preliminary Transfer Orbit Control Mode AnalTsis
There are two alternate approaches to accomplishing the transfer orbit
and synchronous injection. If the Burner II injection stage is used, the
vehicle would be actively stabilized throughout the transfer orbit and
injection phase using the Burner II control system. In this case the
spacecraft control system would begin functioning at separation of the
Burner II stage. For performance and cost comparison, a second approach
is considered in which a 9000 lb thlokol engine is used for injection
and the vehicle is spin stabilized from Centaur separation until after
burnout of the injection engine. This preliminary analysis is directed
toward determining the spin rates, the pointing accuracy (precession and
neutation), and the spin-up and despin system requirements of the spin
stabilized approach.
Thrust Misalismment
The largest disturbance requiring a means of control will be the angular
and offset misalignment of the 9000 pound apogee injection engine. An
angular misalignment of _O.25 degree (3 O-) will produce a component of
39.7 lbf of thrust normal to the body and at a moment arm of 3.5 feet for
configuration SK-gl3-17 and 4.4 feet for configuration SK-513-18. This
results in a disturbing torque of
(39.7 lbf)(3.5 feet) = 139.0 ft-lbs (SK-513-17)
(39.7 lbf)(4.4 feet) = 174.7 ft-lbs (SK-513-18)
I
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This results in the following spin rates:
W Z 2(45o) )II _o3
u_-_}I1 3o_1(.o17
-I-EU
112
= 15.4 rad/sec = 147 RPM (SK-513-17)
W
Z
2(450) ]I 529 I --_91U29-_} (.O17)i1 - 29--_1
1/2
= 11.O rad/sec = 105 RFM (SK-513-18)
Therefore, the spin rate during apogee thrusting must be greater than the RSS of
the two required rates to assare a coning angle of less than one degree. This
is given as follows:
__8 1/2wz = 2) 2 + (147)_
Wz =_69)2 + (105)2_ 1/2
Centaur Separation Rates
= 168 RPM (SK-513-17)
= 124 RPM (SK-513-18)
The pitch rate at separation of the Centaur stage is given as 1.8 deg/sec.
The spin rate required to maintain less than a one degree cone in this case
is given as follows:
t_ 5_
izW z
W Z
Iywy
W Z
W z
(2962)(.0315) ,
= (529)(o017) = iO_4 rad/sec = 99 RPM (SK-513-17)
(11_O)(.0315)
= (303)(.017) = 7.0 rad/sec = 67 RPM (SK-513-18)
I
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I
producing a neutation or coning angle. The spin rate required to assure
that this torque will not produce a ccning angle greater than _ is
given by the following equation:
2
W Z
I
I
2. I
Ix i- Iy
ly
The data for the two configurations is as follows-
SK-513-17 SK-513-18 Unit._._s
Iy 1_o 2962 Sl_s-_2
z. 303 529 Slugs-ft 2
• 139.0 174.7 ft-lbf
_: I.O I.O deE.
This results in a spin rate of:
I
I
I
I
I_ 1i12- 8.6 rad/sec = 82 RPM (3K-513-17)
= 7.2 rad/sec = 69 _ (sK-513-18)
I
I
I
I
Also considering a c.g. offset of ±O.6 inches, a second disturbing torque is
obtained.
" _000_(_0.6) I 450 _llb
,,L_"
I
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Spin-up Mode
Generating the required spin rate would be accomplished by two spln-up Jets
mounted on either side of the spin axis (z) at 2.5 feet moment arms. To
obtain a given spin rate, the total impulse (It) required is determined as
follows:
for configuration SK-513-17,
_t_ ,{!_,8)_529)(2.5)
for configuration SK-513-18,
,_124)(3o3)
Tt = (2.5)
Ascent Coast Phase
360
(60)(57.3) = 3722 Ib-sec
360
(60)(57'.3) = 1574 Ib-sec
During the 15.75 hour coast to the third nodal crossing, the disturbance torques
are considered. Solar pressure, _hich will provide a disturbance, will be on the
order of I x 10 -7 Ib/ft 2 acting on a calculated surface area of 200 ft 2 and at
a pressure moment arm of 5 feet. This results in a torque of i x 10-4 foot-
pounds which is wall below the thrust misalignment disturbance torque. Also,
gravity gradient torques will be as high as 2.8 x 10-3 foot-pounds, while
aerodynamic torques near perigee could be as high as 0.5 x 10-3 foot-pounds.
In view of these disturbances, a spin rate of 60 RPM is sufficient to maintain
spin axis orientation within one degree of its initial orientation.
I
I
I
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Observation
From the foregoing calculations, it is evident that spin rates in excess of
the structual limit of the stowed antenna (60 RPM) would be required if
pure spin stabilization were employed. In addition, these larger spin rates
would require significant spin-up impulse and despin yo-yo mass.
A more feasible approach is to use a much lower spin rate coupled with an active
lateral rate damping system@ This system would employ the existing spacecraft
gyro unit for rate measurement, and a single on-off reaction jet mounted near
the injection engine nozzle. The exact size of this jet and the required spin
rate cannot be determined from closed form solutions. Therefore, an analog
computer solution of the differential equation-of-motion will be required.
If a spin rate of 60 RPM is selected, the spin-up jets must provide the
following total impulse:
For configuration SK-513-17,
it _ (60)(529.) (360) = 1320 lb-sec(205) (6o)(57.3)
For configuration SK-513-18,
It = (6O)(3O3) (36O)(2.5) (60)(57.3) = 763 ib-sec
As an example, this would require two 25 pound engines 15 to 25 seconds to
accomplish. The system would weight from 8 to 13 pounds using an Isp of
200 seconds°
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The yo-yo despin system for configuration SK-513-17, sized for a 60 RPM
spin rate, and sufficient to reduce the _0in rate to less than 5 degrees per
second will weigh 14.7 pounds with the yo-yo wires wrapped twice around the
vehicle. This produces a 400 pound tension on each wire. For configuration
SK-513-18, the yo-yo system will weigh 8.5 pounds with a wire tension of 225
pounds. Alteraately despin jets equivalent to the spin-up Jets could be used
_th no significant weight change.
This control system would consist of two spin-up jets, one reaction jet for
lateral axis rate control (possibly 2 level thrust), switching electronics,
and a yo-yo despin system. Rate measurements could be made with the existing
spacecraft gyro system.
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